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Winds around the city
play havoc with Cubs fans

Murray's Babe Ruth teams
win playoff opening games

See Royko's column, page 3

See story on page 10

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879
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Council accepts ATC settlement

rue-Wu-Tray City Council voted 8-2 Thursday
evening to accept a proposed settlement agreement from American Television and Communications Corporation (ATC),the parent company of Murray Cablevision. Litigation between
the two had continued since a dispute over
on our entire contract. What
we basically have now is a
gentlemen's agreement between ourselves and ATC."
He went on to say that it
would take approximately
two weeks for ATC's home of-

scrambling of signals and costs of services surfaced late last year. Councilmen Steve Sammons
(center) and John Ed Scott (right) cast the only
two dissenting votes against accepting the
settlement,
Mat pieta by Greg Trawl*

fice in Denver to issue an approval, with the final decision
coming some 10 days
thereafter.
"The city has negotiated
and received the best possible
contract," Overbey added.

The basics of the new
agreement state that city
subscribers will pay $15 for
one or more converters;
those residents who purchas(Cont'd on page 2)

. •

Calloway board asks
for policy clarification
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Schools'
drug and alcohol policy will be
clarified in its wording and
readied for school board reaffirmation before school begins in
August.
The board directed its at-

Legality status coming

Extension Board
to withdraw tax

Supreme Court
ruling changes
entire outlook
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
By a vote of 8-2, the Murray
City Council has approved
entering into a proposed settlement agreement with the
American Television and
Communications Corporation
following several months of
litigation. ATC is the parent
company of Murray
Cablevision.
According to Don Overbey,
legal advisor for the city, the
council voted reluctantly to
the agreement in light of
recently established rulings
for the Federal Communications Corn mission.
Overbey cited the Crisp
Decision handed down by the
Supreme Court some two
weeks ago. In essence the
decision says that state and
local municipalities have no
control over cable systems.
The Crisp Decision, which
originated in Oklahoma, was
passed by the Supreme Court
on a 9-0 vote," Overbey explained. "Certainly, this
casts a large amount of doubt

KENTUCKY CERTIFIED CITY

torney, Don Jones, to make the
policy's language clearer and
attach an introductory statement, at Thursdhy afternoon's
board meeting. The wording
changes will not Change the
meaning of the policy, however.
The action followed the
board's acceptance of a special

committee's recommendation
that the current policy be retained. The committee, comprising
parents, students, board
members and school administrators, was formed in
January after some parents protested the expulsion of a student
under the policy. The student
was later reinstated by a Circuit
Court ruling, which the board
has appealed.
Six sub-committees developed
alternative policies, but at its
final meeting In June the corn(Cont'd on page 2)

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Extension Board has agreed to
withdraw its 2-cent property tax
while the state Cooperative Extension Service waits for a ruling on the tax's legality.
The board made its decision
Thursday night after a meeting
with County Attorney Max
Parker, in which Parker said he
would have to file a "friendly
lawsuit" to stop the tax if it were
pursued. The fiscal court's
directive that he seek clarification of the law regarding the tax
would require him to obtain a
court injunction, so that county
officials were sure of its legality
before collecting the tax, Parker
explained.
Representatives of the
Cooperative Extension Service
at the University of Kentucky
told Parker, county JudgeExecutive George Weeks and
others that the service does not
want to get involved in a lawsuit
or oppose the wishes of the fiscal
court. It was on their advice that
the board withdrew the tax,
President Jim Stahler said
afterward.

Paul Blackburn resigns
as MHS band director
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
Paul Blackburn, who has served as band director for Murray
High School for two years, submitted a letter of resignation
Thursday evening to the Board
of Education.
Blackburn, who will be accep-

ting the position of band director
for Lone Oak High School, praised the Murray system in his letter and stated that he is proud to
have been associated with it.
Blackburn's wife, Jamie, who
is working toward her CPA
degree, Is also employed in the
Lone Oak-Paducah area.

Reagan smiled and waved to the
cheering crowd prior to his
address.
He captured the hearts of
many of the members of the National Campers and Hikers
Association with his own story of
a pack trip into the High Sierras.
"We had our small son along
with us at time, Nancy and I,
and when we picked a place to
stretch out our sleeping bags on
the ground, he decided he was
going over there - between a
couple of pine trees He went
over and we settled in and all of
(Cont'd on page 2)

Today: Sunny and warmer.
Highs in the low 90e. Light
and variable winds. Tonight:
Clear with lows in the low 70s
Light winds.
Saturday: Sunny and hot.
Highs in the low to mid 90s.

By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
Thousand of members of the
National Campers and Hikers
Association poured into Bowling
Green's Beech Bend Park last
week for the 24th annual NCHA
campvention which officially
began Monday.
Banners throughout the park
proclaimed that dampers had
come from across the nation,
and a few Canadian provinces,
to participate in the week's
activities
The campvention'R highlight
was billed as the crowningof the
new Miss NCHA by last year's
by lamb* limir

—today's index

President reviews steps taken
in environmental-related field

Numerous activities highlight
Reagan's Bowling Green stop

**RA

Murray High School Principal
Bill Wells said he feels
Blackburn and assistant Director Gary Mullens comprised the
"best team in any extracurricular activity or academic setting. They complement each
other well."
Following a relatively short
executive session the board
voted unanimously to employ
Mullens, who has served as
Blackburn's assistant both
years, to the head director's
position.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
Greeted by about 20,000 enthusiastic campers and hikers at
Bowling Green's Beech Bend
Park Thursday, President
Reagan seized the opportunity
to review the accomplishments
of his administration in the area
of environmental protection.
But what he said didn't appear
to be as impressive to the crowd
as the fact that he was actually
there to address them
Clapping his hands in rhythm
to a Dixieland Jazz version of
"My Old Kentucky Home,"

Thousands of NCHA members - many with flags - turned out for the visit.

(Cont'd on page 2)

•

Campers applaud Reagan visit

President Reagan accepts honorary membership Into NCHA.

"The idea of having this thing
In litigation would hurt the extension service in Calloway
County," Stahler said "We all
think of 'lawsuit' as a negative
word." If the tax were pursued
and an injunction obtained, the
tax couldn't be implemented for
several montheor even a year,
he explained.
A magistrate in another county has challenged the tax, and
the extension service "did not
want to have two counties
testing it at the same time,Stahler said. The outcome of
that court case should provide
legal clarification of the .tax,
which the UK representatives
admitted is needed.
Meanwhile, the local extension board will request funding
from the fiscal court, as it has
received in the past, to pay for
office equipment, the office
secretary, utilities and other expenses. The court has been contributing $24,000, an increase
from earlier years but not nearly enough to cover costs, board
members say. The 2-cent tax on
city and county residents was to

queen.
But the appearance of the teen
queens was simply another
event in Thursday morning's
countdown program prior to the
arrival of President Reagan.
The probability of a presidential visit had been discussed for
a few weeks but official White
House confirmation did not
come until late last week
Even on such short notice, the
campers and hikers were ready
for him when Reagan stepped
from ens of four helicopters that
landed at the park at 12:12 p.m.
Many of the estimated- 20,000
(Cont'd on page $)

Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Sunday through Tuesday
calls for very warm and
humid weather with a chance
of thunderstorms Monday
and Tuesday.

.LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
358 5
Rarkley Lake
358 6

MISS
'YOUR PiliPtRI
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Loops, &
Timm by 530 p.m. MondayFriday or by 330 p.m. Saturday
ore urged to coil 7S2-11116 between 3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m..
Morsioy elweeelh irlsloy. or
3:30 p.m and 4 p.m. Sotorsloys.
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Steps taken...
(Coat'd from page 1)
•sudden here he came with his
sleeping bag and he put it down
right by me And then I heard
the most wonderful words in the
world He said 'Well, here we
are — all huddled around old
dad '
Reagan praised the group of
conventioneers not only for its
environmental interests and
conservation efforts but also for
its support for the family.
•'The American family la the
foundation of our country's
goodness and strength. Take
away the sense of purpose that
raising a family gives to men
and women, take away the love
and support and training that
children get from their parents,
and all that we hold dear in this
land will be in jeopardy. But by
promoting activities that
everyone from grandparents to
toddlers can enjoy, you're keeping families together and you're
keeping them strong."
The President traced the
history of the American government's interest in the environment and quoted Theodore
Roosevelt, whom he credited for
outlining the "legitimate role of
the federal government in protecting our environment."
Reagan admitted that, even
though millions of dollars have
been spent within the last 75
years to control threats to the
environment, "our environmental efforts began to lose some of
their energy and direction" in
recent years.

Extension tax...
(Cont'd from page 1)
raise about $70,000 for the
service.
Weaks held out little hope to
board members that they could
receive more than the $24,000.
There is no "slush fund" in the
county's $1.8 million budget, he
said, and any extra funding for
extension would have to come
.-'-from the road fund. Even if the
court decided to increase taxes,
the most it could raise would be
about $20,000 because of the 4
percent limitation of state law.
"I don't see the fiscal court
giving you a great deal of money
more than the $24,000 they're
giving you," Weeks told the
__board. Magistrate Dan Miller,
who oppposed the court's resolution seeking clarification of the
tax, said the court wouldn't even
approve a 10 percent increase he
had requested.
Extension board members,
while expressing appreciation
for the tree office space provided by the county, are concerned
that the $24,000 contribution
won't be enough to maintain the
service. It is possible they could
lose the youth agent, Stahler
said.
Randall Barnett, assistant extension director for budgeting,
told board members Thursday
that agents from one county
have had to be transferred
because of inadequate local funding. UK is strapped in its extension service funding, and could
not afford to bail out Calloway's
service because of inadequate
local funding, said attorney and
assistant extension director Jim
Lawson.
Extension board members
would eventually like a new
building that is more accessible
to the public. The current
building is in the Courthouse Annex basement, lacks rest rooms,

Settlement...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ed cable ready VCR units or
cable-ready television sets
relying upon reasonable
assumption that they would
be adaptable to the new
system will be given a free
converter for the life of the
contract, and the cost of the
first remote-control device
will drop from $4 to *1.96.
In addition, the settlement
stipulates that ATC will reimburse the City of Murray for
expenses up to $15,000
Mayor Holmes Ellis noted
that although not all of the
bills associated with the City
of Murray.ATC litigation
have been received, the current expenditures are running just less than $10,000
Overbey explained that the
new procedures for prpof of
purchase on the VCR's and
cable-ready televisions will
be forthcoming
Council members casting
dissenting votes were Steve
Samhx)na and John Ed Scott
The City of Murray and
ATC had entered Into litigation after several issues pen
tairdrig to scrambling of
signals and coats of services

FRIDAY, JULY II, 11184

-Well. a few years ago we
were faced with the worst
economic erten) since the great
depression, and a weak and
vacillating foreign policy that
had lost the respect of friend and
foe alike. Yet, even while we
( his administration) moved to
address these twin crises, we
were determined to move quickly and effectively to deal with
the federal government's lagging efforts to protect our
environment.
"Of all the questions which
can come before this nation,
short of the actual preservation
of its existence there is none
which compares in importance
with the great central task of
leaving this land even a better
land for our descendants than it
Is for us."
lie cited efforts to control
waste through the Superfund
program, pledging to take all
necessary steps to protect the
American people against "the
menace of hazardous wastes,"
and drawing applause from the
crowd with this promise.
Reagan's arrival to Beech
Bend Park was preceded by a
visit to Mammoth Cave National
Park. He related this visit to a
Reagan administration program designed to "refurbister
and beautify our national
parka."
"From Independence Hall in
Philadelphia to the Redwood
Forest in California, our great
national parks are getting the
treatment they deserve. At
Mammoth Cave National Park,
our Park Restoration and Improvement Program has funded
air conditioning, central heating
and drinking water.
Barnett and Lawson said
Calloway's contribution is proportionately the lowest of the
Purchase Area counties.
Although Calloway is the area's
second-largest agricultural
county, its extension :service
funding is about 14 percent of the
total budget, compared to 21
percent for surrounding counties, they said.
The extension service is paid
for by a combination of federal,
state and county funds. The program is administered through
the University of Kentucky, and
provides county agents in
agriculture, home economics
and 4-H. County funds are supposed to pay for the office,
secretary, travel and other daily
expenses. Federal and state
funds pay the salaries of the
agricultural and home
Aconornics agents, and a portion
of the 4,,H agent's salary. 'In more than 60 Kentucky
counties, the county funding is
paid for with an extension
district tax. Since a 1978
legislative act repealing the
fiscal courts' authority to levy
the tax, about half a dozen counties have imposed the tax
through extension boards,
Barnett said. A 1979 attorney
general's opinion said the
boards were authorized to levy
the tax by implication.
County attorney Parker questions the validity of that opinion,
noting that it's never been tested
in court and that an attorney in
the state Revenue Cabinet had a
contrary opinion. He says local
lawyers have told him there are
citizens who would file a lawsuit
If the fiscal court did not seek a
legal opinion.
Fiscal court members say
they don't oppose the tax but
want to be sure it's legal before
authorizing county officials to
collect it. They would have to refund taxes If the tax were found
to be illegal, county officials
say.

surfaced late last year.
In April, the council declined to accept an Offer of
Judgement from ATC to end
the dispute, but rather chose
to continue their course of
action.
At that time ATC provided
the city with a five-page document outlining their position
on each of the issues.
The City of Murray later
hired the Washington-based
legal firm of Porter and Arnold to assist Overbey in their
challenge
In other action, the council
was presented a report on the
annual audit of the Murray
Natural Gas System.
E.L. Howe, Jr., representing the firm Richardson,
Howe, Wilson and Cunningham, told the council that
the system had a net income
for the fiscal year ending
Apirl 30, 1984 of $406,865.
"These figures reflected an
increase of some $73.000 over
Lest year," he said.
Mayor Ellis called the
system "a great resource for
the city."
The council also aprroved
the first reading of Ordinance
No. /101 which deals with procedures for filing a grievance
against the city on the baste of
discrimination *cause of a
handicapped status.

0

a universe of repairs and im•
provement. And I was just
shown some of them a little
while ago
"Throughout the park, for example, cave trails and footpaths
have been re-worked to keep the
caves accessible to their
millions of visitors."
The President also drew applause from the campers and
hikers when he stated "the
American land belongs to the
American people and we intend
to keep it open for the American
people.
Reagan referred to attempts
to ration gas to owners of
recreational vehicles during the
energy shortage oi the '70e. He
said the attempts were symbolic
of "a government that had
grown a little arrogant and intrusive — a government that
seemed to believe that the
American people should be kept
away from their own lakes,
rivers and parks. We believe the
environment includes people
and that they, now and always,
have a right to enjoy the
American land."
Concluding his address
Reagan said, "Here in the open,
close to the land, we feel refreshed and free. Here we see clearly
what is important in life — the
liberty our country offers, the
love of our families and friends.
And here it is that we're given a
strong sense of the majesty of
our Creator. I just have to
believe that with love for our
natural heritage and a firm
resolve to preserve it with
wisdom and care, we can, and
will, give the American land to
our children, not impaired, but
enhanced.
"And in doing this, we'll honor
the great and loving God who
gave us this land in the first
place. I thank all of you for what
you're doing. And God bless you
all. And God bless America."

Calloway
board...

Home on Ky. 464
damaged by fire
A home on Ky. 464 sustained
major smoke and water damage
from a fire this morning.
The Calloway County FireRescue Squad responded at 8:19
a.m. to a fire at the home of
Phllllp Hargrove. on 464 about 4
miles from U.S 641 Three
trucks and six man were dispatched to thiscene and assisted by
the county sheriff's department.
The squad was sect out again
at 11:20 a.m. when the blaze
flared up a second time
The fire started in a front
bedroom, possibly in the closet,
according to Tony Bayless of the
rescue squad.

1110,000 reward offered
for shooting and tires
SMALL DEMONSTRATION — A trio of protesters stood near
the exit of the presidential visitation site taking a stand against
the Reagan administration's environmental protection record.
Mall gabby by Jewels Cioefte

Bowling Green
activities...
(Oont'd from page 1)
sported T-shirts boasting
"President Reagan was in my
camp" while others waved
American flags of varying sizes.
Thousands of the enthusiastic
campers and hikers stood — or
sat — in line for hours in
temperatures hovering around
95 degrees to make sure they
caught a glimpse of their
president
While some said they had seen
previous presidents, many were
excited about witnessing their
first presidential address.
People of all ages, shapes and
sizes covered the grassy hillside
enclosed by a protective barricade of recreational vehicles
lied bumper-to-bumper.
An owner of one the RVs used
in the barricade said it took
much of the previous day to line
the vehicles around the site.
Owners of the RVs were rewarded for their contribution by being allowed to sit in a reserved
section directly in front of the
grandstand.
Two bus loads of National
Guardsmen were dispersed
among the crowd while
countless individuals from the
Secret Service manned metal
detectors and searched handbags, camera bags and tote bags
as the crowd entered the
presidential visit site.
The Secret -Service an National Guard were assisted by
the Kentucky State Police,
sheriffs and deputies and
numerous camouflage uniformed military men who
constantly scanned the crowd
with binoculars from atop
towering platforms.
Press crews from all major
networks, news services and
newspapers, as well as those
from not-so-major radio stations, television stations and
newspapers had converged on
the site beginning at 9 a.m, to
ready their equipment and to insure a seat in the soon-to-be filled area designated for the press
Dozens of cameramen and
women piled on an elevated platform providing "bird's eye
views" of the appearance.
For members of the press
from major networks, the
Reagan visit was simply one of

(Cont'd from page 1)
mittee as a whole voted to retain
the existing policy. The policy
automatically expels any student found guilty of possessing,
selling or using drugs or alcohol
on school property or under
supervision of school officials.
Students may apply for readmission the following semester.
Board member Charles Reed,
who voted against the student's
expulsion in January, said
Thursday night he would like the'
board to discuss an alternative
policy he had proposed after studying R. with Supervisor of Instruction Nancy Lovett. That
policy would assign students
guilty of violating it to a special
"isolation" classroom and
deprive them of privileges.
Superintendent Jack Rose
said he doesn't think rewording
and reaffirming the current
policy would preclude consideration of such an
alternative.
The board Thursday night
readmitted four students to
school who had been expelled
under the policy.
In other action, the board accepted the resignation of high
school band director Wayne
Pope, who after two years with
the school system is returning to
graduate school. The board apmany they had attended. A
proved the hiring of Dan Wright,
press tag hanging from one
high school band director at
briefcase identified one
Clarksville, to fill the position.
gentleman as having covered
The board also approved creaIreland, Normandy, and the
tion of an assistant band direcLondon Economic Summit for
tor's position, to be filled shortCBS while another revealed a
ly. The assistant would work
visit to China.
primarily with the middle school
The publicity surrounding
band and help with the high
Reagan's visit to western Kenschool group. The position could
tucky will certainly do no harm
be anywhere from half-time to
to the reputation of NCHA.
full-time, Rose said
One group of campers from
In further personnel moves,
Maryland said Reagan's
the board rehired Mille Curd as
head of the Job Training Partnership Act in-school project,
and Stan Simmons as Homebound program director and
boys track coach.
(Oont'd from page 1)
Greg Hollamon. a Murray
In other action, Wells reported
State graduate from Crittenden
he had received notification that
County, was hired as a high
MHS has been accepted as an afschool math teacher, and Stan
filiate of the International BacWaller, who taught at Lyon
calaureate program
County last year, was hired to
He said today that the Ill profill a leave of absence by high
gram is "the most rigorous
school science teacher Stacy
educational undertaking that
Murdock. Waller will also coach
any high school can offer."
middle school boys basketball
Administrators and teachers
Tommy Greer, Southwest
have been Investigating the proElementary physical education
gram for about 18 months, Wells
teacher, was transferred to
said
teach phys-ed. at the middle
He explains that the IB proschool, and Kathleen Newton
gram is an advancment of the
was hired as the new Southwest
Advanced Placement program
teacher.
implemented this year and
Paulette Woodall was hired as
focuses on juniors and seniors
central office secretary, bookThe program covers six
keeper and transportation
disciplines will/ one listed as
secnstary: Patsy Woodall was
"The Study of Man and the
given•title and salary change;
Theory of Knowledge." Fie says
and Rob Anderson was hired as
few students undertake all six
an assistant aide for boys
disciplines
basketball.
The IB program is accepted
Approved for substitute
by Nei .and universities
teaching in the upcoming year
worldwidebut only recently has
were Judy Overbey, Carl
been Introduced into the United
Mowery, Genes* Reid and
States. Only one other Kentucky
Monroe Jones.
high school, located in Coy-

Murray board...

acknowledgement of the NCHA
Carnpvention is the first time a
president has publicly recognized the existence of the NCHA.
They expect an increase in
membership in the near future
as the result of the publicity.
And indeed the organization's
membership increased by two
when the founder of the NCHA,
Hank Nathan, made Reagan and
the First Lady honorary
members of the group.
Following Reagan's address
— centered mainly around environmental issues and the
preservation of America — the
president walked among the
NCHA representatives seated on
the platform and shook the
hands of almost everyone. He
paused so that the NCHA teen
queens could have their pictures
made with him and proceeded
toward the exit of the platform
— waving to the cheering crown
and shaking hands as he went.
The Whirl of the copier's
blades at 12:34 p.m. signaled to
the crowd that the anticipated
visit was over.
Most turn and waved as the
helicopters lifted off, then turned quietly and orderly toward
the exit where a trio of protesters paraded.
The demonstrators who had
come from the Bowling Green
and Mammoth Cave areas said
they represented no national
organization but wanted to caution the campers against
Reagan's claims.
Their signs stated "Don't be
fooled. Ronald Reagan is a walking environmental disaster,"
"Don't be fooled by slick
politics," and "Sewage in Mammouth Caves and toxic waste in
Bowling Green today."
Richard Harris, one of the
three demonstrators, said he
was there because "most of
these people will totally swallow
what he said. Whatever Reagan
says they'll believe. We hope to
Influence some voters while we
are here even though we are certainly outnumbered."
With the excited crowd returning to camp, the National Guard
boarding buses and the White
House advance team being
ushered out of the park in long,
gleaming 14inousines, the press
crews from major associations
made their ways to the press
"filing station."
Within minutes dozens of
reporters from The Washington
Post, Associated Press, United
Press International and others
were either calling in reports or
transmitting them via satellite.
Even though the reports over
national news affiliate stations
were brief and followed reports
of Walter Mondale's choice of
Geraldine Ferraro as his running mate, President Reagan's
visit to Kentucky and the NCHA
Campvention will long be
remembered by those who
attended.

ington, is affiliated.
Wells also reported a few AP
test scores had been received
and that results were good.
In other board action the
board members tabled a proposal from athletic director Ell
Alexander that would set flat
rates for compensation for
coaches. The proposal, if approved, will replace a graduated
scale which bases salary on
years of service. Alexander
reported that he has had several
complaints concerning the airrent system but had not
presented the proposal to the
coaches.
They also tabled a discussion
of salary increments for
academic team coaches.
The board approved the
resignation of Paulette Woodall
who *erred as secretary to the
superintendent and hired Bellnda Taylor for that position. Gall
Mullane was hired as
secretary/receptionist for the
board office.
A textbook rental plan was
also adopted for Murray High
School with the fee set at 24 per
book

CALVERT CITY, Ky.(AP) —
A $10,000 reward has been offered by SKW Alloys for information about a shooting and two
fires on property belonging to
two of its employees.
Lt. Charles Haney of the state
police said SKW officials believe
the incidents may be related to a
strike at the plant. Workers
represented by the United Auto
Workers have been on strike
since last September.
The latest incident occurred
Sunday when a Marshall County
barn owned by a supervisory
employee burned. Haney said
the fire was being treated as
arson.
The company is also seeking
Information on the May 25
shooting into the Calvert City
residence of another supervisor
and a fire at another Marshall
County barn.

Moneymaker arraigned
in Marshall County
Jerry Allen Moneymaker of
Grand Rivers is in Marshall
County Jail on $50,000 cash bond,
having been arraigned Thursday on charges of first-degree
assault and burglary.
Moneymaker,31, is charged in
connection with the shooting of
his estranged wife, Deborah Orr
Moneymaker, 24, and her
parents, Edna Orr, 43 and Justin
Orr, 47, Tuesday night at their
home north of Benton. All three
were hospitalized, and Justin
Orr was listed in serious
condition.
Moneymaker will be given a
preiini,tnary,heving July 19 in
Marshall District Court.

Mayfield-Graves airport
expanded by 60 acres
Expansion at the MayfieldGrayes County Airport has been
made possible following the acquisition of approximately 60
acres, officials have reported.
A spokesman for the airport
board said the purchase of a
farm which runs along the north
and west sides of the airport will
allow for added flying safety.
The property, known as the
Todd farm, was bought at a
public auction.

Drag boat racing
at LBL this weekend
Drag boats racing sponsored
by the West Kentucky Performance Boating Club will be held
Sunday at Pisgah Bay on Kentucky Lake.
Time trials for event in the
Land Between the Lakes will get
underway at 10 a.m, with the
eliminations set for noon.
Those persons interested in
participating in the races sould
be at the site by 9 a.m. that
morning.
Some 2,000 individuals
gathered on June 10 to watch
Butch Beach of Elizabetown,
Ind., reach a speed of 144 mph in
his hydroplane.
Additional information about
rules and/or classes may be obtained from the Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce at
527-7865.

Fall classes at MSU
will begin in August
Day and evening classes for
the fall semester at Murray
State University will begin on
Wednesday, Aug. 29.
Current registration activity
will conclude on Friday. Aug. 10,
and resume on Monday and
Tuesday, Aug. 27 and 28, in the
Curris Center ballroom.
Part-time evening students
may schedule classes and pay
fees from 5 to 7 p.m. Wednesday
and Thursday, Aug. 29 and 80,
and on Tuesday, Sept. 4, also in
the Currie Center.
Another important date for
students and alumni Is Saturday, Oct. 20. Homecoming is
that (My.
Additional information may
be obtained by visiting or calling
the Office of Admissions, first
floor Sparks Hall. Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071.
(502) 762-9741, or toll free in Kentucky. 1-900-592-3077.
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royko says

Triumph of the
TV wasteland
Federal Communications Commission chief
Mark Fowler is continuing his crusade against
regulation. The James Watt of the airwaves
started out by deregulating radio; then he took out
after standards for children's TV programming.
Now. Fowler and his FCC colleagues have pushed the crusade to new extremes. Guidelines governing the amount of news and local programming
that commercial TV stations must carry have
been listed, as have federally set limits on the total
TV time that can be devoted to advertising.
The reason for all this, Fowler insists, is to get
nanny-goverrunent out of the way. By "removing
an unnecessary layer of government involvement...the common man can make up his own
mind about what to watch or not to watch." Unfortunately, that's not how things are likely to
work out. Down the road, what the common
man—and common woman — will have, instead,
Is more commercials, more pap and less
substance
TV executives, while ecstatic over the news —
wouldn't you be, if all the rules of the game you
play were suddenly lifted? — solemnly promised
that the FCC ruling wouldn't make any difference.
There won't be more ads, they claim, because the
public has already reached the "saturation point."
And, since many stations presently air more
than the 5 percent locally produced programs and
5 percent news and public information programs
called for by the old guidelines, the new freedom
won't mean wholesale substitutions of'Dragnet"
reruns for "60 Minutes."
That's poppycock. The advertising saturation
point is, in good measure, what the public is used
to — or has been made used to. And while news
and information shows are profitable today —
that's why they are being aired in relative profusion — they may not be tomorrow. What happens
then?
In its desire to free TV from the deadening hand
of bureacracv. the FCC has also ended the requirement that stations Keep 4talled logs of what
they broadcast. That's supposed to save paperwork. But it won't, since advertisers insist on
knowing what's been on the air, and stations need
meticulous records to protect themselves against
lawsuits. What it will do is make it harder for
blacks, Hispanics, the elderly or any other minority groups to prod the industry into putting on programs aimed at them. It will also make it harder
to challenge renewals of TV licenses.
No wonder TV spokesmen look like the Cheshire
cat these days; they've just become accountable
virtually to no one. But in this instance, what's
good for television isn't good for the public.

by mike royko

They'll blow it—Wally's certain
1.

While walking along the
lakefront. I saw my friend, Wally,
siting on the rocks and staring out
at the water. He was frowning. But,
then, Wally is one of the world's
most serious worriers and is usually frowning.
I stopped and asked him what he
was worrying about today?
"Notice the breeze?" he asked.
Yes. It was coming in off the
lake.
"Very bad," he said.
Bad? It was wonderful. Cool,
refreshing. Chicago's natural air
conditioner. And look at how briskly it moves the sailboats.
He shook his head and said:
"This is the kind of breeze that can
take a well-hit ball and keep it in
the ballpark."
I should have known. It was the
Cubs again. This has been a summer of torment for Wally, a bonedeep Cub fan.
In the past, he seldom worried
about the Cubs because he knew
that in the end they would fail.
There is no point in worrying when
disaster is inevitable.
But now that there is genuine
hope for success, he, like many
other Cub fans, suffers constantly
because as hope rises, the potential
for disappointment becomes
greater.
"It doesn't seem right," he continued. "What if we get down to one
game. One last out. The whole
season on the line. And Dreham
hits one deep to right. It goes way
up, way out.Then this kind of wind
takes it and blows it back in, and
the guy catches it. And that's the
end. It doesn't seem right. It's not
fair."
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letters to the editor

Retired postmaster sings Hamlin's praises
To The Editor,
Thanks to staff writer Ruth Ann
Coleman for the write-up and picture about the 1-lamlin Post Office.
Please give the post master before
me credit for her years of service.
Mrs. Bertha Young succeeded
Johnnie Reed in 1937 and was in
charge as postmaster of the
Hamlin Post Office and store with
the gas station until she retired due
to her health in 1968. I received my
commisson as postmaster and purchased the business from Mr. and
Mrs. Nora' Young. I also wish to
thank all of the many customers I
have had the privilege of serving

and I surely will miss each and
every one of them. It has been a
pleasure working with you.
I am happy that the Parrishes
have been our neighbors and
customers all these years and I
wish for them much success.
Hamlin is a wonderful place to live
and such a good neighborhood. The
Pine Bluff Shores development,
The Kent:am' development and the
Bloodel_yer Baptist Church are all
a creak` to our community. We
have retired people from several
states as well as some people who
have lived here all their lives. In
other words one can travel far and

Press props up Republicans

The Murray Ledger & Times (LISPS 1106.700
The Murray Lodger & Times Is published
ev•ry •rternoon except Sunday•. July 4.
Christmas Day, New
Ye•rs Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers Ihe .
1001 Whitnall Dr
Murray. Ky. 42071 Second
Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky 42071

"And when the other team 113 batting, the people in the bleachers
could start blowing and that would
get the air going the other way and
keep the fly balls in the park."
It's an unusual thought, but
conceivable
'Maybe you could write
something about that and get a
campaign going for the fans to
start blowing."
I can't do that.
-Why not? You're a fan, aren't
you?"
Sure. But have you considered
that a lot of the fans will have been
eating hot dogs with onions, pizza,
gyros, sausages of all kinds, and
drinking beer and other strong
drink. Can you imagine what it
would be like to have 35,000 of them
blowing at you all at once?
"I hadn't thought of that. Jeez, it
could get the team nauseated,
couldn't it? I mean, in a crucial
moment, Ryne Sandberg might
turn green."
Right.
"Yeah, and we'd have to think
about germs. Who knows what kind
of diseases they might transmit to
the players? The whole team could
wind up in intensive care. Right
before the playoffs."
Sure.
"Look, forget I even mentioned
it. I wouldn't want to be responsible
for starting an epidemic on the best
team we've had in 25 years.
Typhoid Wally, they'd call me."
Don't worry. I mean, worry
about something else.
"Yeah. Hey, look at the
sailboats. The wind has shifted out
of the west. Now it's blowing out."
See? You had nothing to worry

964 Lone",

No son of jeep
It's beginning to look as if the Pentagon's $1.2
billion effort to replace the venerable jeep may
join the controversial M-1 tank in the boondoggle
parade. The first of the 822,000-per-copy Hummers (for High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled
Vehicle has been so breakdown-prone that Congress has ordered a temporary halt on buying
them.
IThe Hummer reportedly broke down after running an average 82 miles and required extensive
repairs every 387 miles. The Army says
everything will be all right after a few modifications: relocation of the engine and radiator, a
shorter chassis, a modified suspension, redesign
of the fan, axle, air intake and exhaust systems,
and different tires and shocks.
In addition, the Army says the Hummer will
run better at lower speeds and on smoother terrain — as would, one might expect, about any
massproduced vehicle sold at half the price.
Before taxpayers and enlisted men are subjected to another expensive lemon, the Pentagon
ought to give the cheaper, more reliable jeep
another chance.

But look at it the other way The
wind could blow the other team's
home runs back in. And maybe
save the game for us.
He shook his head. "It never happens that way. I don't know why it
is, but the wind always seems to
blow our crucial hits back in. It
doesn't seem to bother the other
guysBut the odds against that happening to us are remote.
"Yeah, that's what the people in
Pompel always said. And they're
still digging 'em out from under the
dust. I wonder what it felt like.
Jeez, to go out sneezing that way."
Look, you can't worry about the
wind. If it blows, it blows.
"Somebody ought to do
something about it. I mean, it's unfair. They don't have this problem
in most other ballparks."
There's nothing that can be done,
believe me.
"Can't they put giant circular
fans on top of the stands that will
blow out all the time?"
Sure, and the other team could
wind up hitting the home runs.
"They could turn them off when
the other team comes up."
That would probably be illegal.
Or at least unfair.
"I suppose so. You think maybe
the fans — I mean the Cub fans —
could do something?"
Such as?
"Well, when you have a big
crowd, that's a lot of people. Maybe
when a Cub is at bat, the people in
the grandstands and box seats
could all start blowing. That ought
to stir up the air toward the outfield
pretty good."
It might.

Stesizmac,

=

The tennis body
Tennis great John McEnroe can be seen these
days posing shirtless in a tennis racket
advertisement.
Well, its not entirely McEnroe. The head is. but
the bare body isn't. From the neck down, the
frame is that of another male — probably one who
is into body building.
McEnroe evidently wasn't pumped up enough
for the advertising people. They wanted more
muscle.
They should know better. Tennis pros have to
get around in a hurry. They're more inclined to
be lean meat and sinew rather than bulge and
biceps.
Anyway, McEnroe doesn't need muscle. His
mouth is his offensive weapon.
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To The Editor,
It is encouraging to be living in a
Democrat county and have to stare
a Republican daily paper in the
face 6 days a week
You people have harped about
the low pereentage of unemployment while dozens of Calloway
farmers have closed down and had
liquidation sales.
• Also, what are you going to say
about the 100.000 steel workers who
lost their jobs last year' There
Isn't any doubt in my mind but the
pifess Is being paid by big
Republican millionaire politics for
these false reports

Reagan was warning Rev Jesse
Jackson not to go abroad and
liberate any more prisoners in your ;
July 10th issue
Why not' A
heartless actor like him couldn't
care less about someone who needs
help and couldn't get any from the
Reaganites with their representatives of "Big Business."
Someone rightfully said. This ad-,
ministration excells in telling
things like it ain't.
Sincerely,
R.L. Shanklin
Rt. 4 Box 99
Murray, Ky. 42071

not find a better place than our
community. I'm proud to be a part
of it and I came from Missouri.
Allene Claxton,
retired June 30, 1984
Hamlin, Ky.42046

Lions' thanks
To The Editor.
We the members of the Hazel
Lions Club would like to express
our appeciation to the merchants
and businesses of Murray. Hazel,
and Calloway County for their
generous donation of items auctioned during the recent Hazel
Lions Club picnic. We would also
like to thank Frosty Miller for
donating his time, equipment, and
expertise to make the auction a
success.
It would be near impossible to
thank each individual personally
that donated merchandise; nearly
every business that was contacted
supplied an item. Such actions
reflect the highest credit on our
community and reflect a truly
cohesive community spirit that is
absolutely outstanding
The money that was earned by
the aueltion will be used to help
those less fortunate than some of
us Again, thank you for helping us
help others.
Bill Hudson
SecTree
Hazel Lions Club
Hazel, Ky.

about after all.
He shook his head. "No. Now it's
even worse."
Why?
"They'll murder our pitchers."
You can't go on this way. It's a
long season.
"I know. Do you think there's a
chance of another baseball
strike?"

looking back

Ten years ago
Ron McAlister. assistant prin.
cipal of Ballard Memorial High
School, Barlow, since 1971, has
been named as principal of
Calloway County High School by
the Calloway County Board of
Education. He succeeds Howard
Crittenden who resigned to take a
position in Henderson.
New officers of the Murray
Rotary Club are Ted Billington, Ed
Chrisman, Ray Brownfield and
Carnie Hendon.
The Murray Lions Club will sponsor an information center to acquaint citizens of the community
with the operation of the MurrayCalloway County Blood Bank at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair, according to Kenneth
Winters, club president.
The 1964 graduating class of
Murray High School held a class
reunion on July 6 at Austin School
Cafeteria and Murray Country
Club.
Twenty years ago
Jimmy Buchanan, Eddie Young,
Mike Smith, Jerry Riley, Stan Key,
Bobby Campbell, Jerry McCoy,
Phil Jones, Allen Beane. Bob Dunn,
Steve Ernstberger, James Bland,
William Vance, Mickey Pierce and
Rickey Hill are members of the
Pony League Baseball All-Star
Team,
Billy Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Witham B. Miller and president of
the Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America, won the tractor driving
contest during the third week of
FFA Leadership Training at
Hardinsburg.
James T. Hayes of Murray State
College has been appointed a
regional judge for the National
Council of Teachers of English
Achievement Awards Program of
1964.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Knight
and children, Jimmy and Barbara,
are pictured while at the World's
Fair in New York.
Mrs. Hazel Tutt, president,
presided at a meeting of Woodmen
Circle Grove 1.26 at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Thirty years ago
Ensign Joe E. Pace, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Pace of Murray, is stationed aboard the aircraft carrier USS Coral Sea which
is leaving today for a five months
cruise on the Mediterranean Sea.
Airman Second Class Cullen E.
Irvin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Irvin of Murray, is serving in the
Philippine Islands.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oakley and
son, Herbie, have returned from attending the meeting of the Lions International in New York. Oakley
was drawn as a winner of a trip for
two to Bermuda while at the
meeting.
John Shroat is commander of
Calloway County Post No. 5638 of
the Meterans of Foreign Wars
which will meet tonight at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Mrs. John Bowker was hostess at
the home of her mother, Mrs. Winnie Love, for a meeting of the Foundational Sunday School Class of the
First Baptist Church.
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Newsome-Garner vows solemnized Duvall and Scott wedding planned
The wedding of Miss
Mitzi E von Newsome
and Johnny Garner took
place on Monday, June
18, at the Murray Calloway County Park
The Rev
Gerald
Owen officiated at the
ceremony said at 2 30
pm
A reception followed
the ceremony with family and friends present.
The new Mrs Garner
is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Delbert F.
Newsome of Rt. 1,
Kirksey.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell of
Farmington and of Mrs.
Mildred Stalls of Murray and the late Duel E.
Stalls
Mr. Garner is the son
of Mrs. Glenda McCulston and Harold
Garner, both of Murray.
Both the new Mr. and
Mrs. Garner are
graduates of Calloway
County High School.
The newly married
couple has moved to
Longmont, Colo., where
Mr. Garner is employed
as a construction
worker.

Mr. and Mrs.Johnny Garner
married in park ceremony

Jayceettes vote to change name
Fibrosis, Rocky Mountain Multiple Sclerosis
Research Center for Neurological Diseases, Arthritis Foundation and March of Dimes.
The Murray Calloway County Jaycee Women,
auxiliary to the Murray Calloway County
Jaycees, is a leadership training organization
open to any young woman between the ages of 18
through 35.
The local Jaycee Women conduct many projects in Murray such as: Missing Children Project (Fingerprinting); assisting in Parents'
Anonymous; Red Cross Moneymaking Projects
and St. Jude's Moneymaking projects.

The Murray Calloway County Jayceettes
recently voted to change their name to the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Women.
The U.S. „Jaycee Jayceettes recently voted in
Hartford, Conn., to change their name to the U.S.
Jaycee Women.
President of the U.S. Jaycee Worrien, Joan
Harrison, has been quoted to say,"Our programming is geared to the women of today - married
or single - housewife or career woman."
The U.S. Jaycee Women support foundations
such as: St. Jude Children's Research Hospital,
Muscular Dystrophy Association, Cystic

The approaching marriage of Miss Marianna
Duvall to Roger Lynn
Scott, son of Mr. and
Mrs James Lee Scott,
has been announced by
her parents, Dr. and
Mrs Samuel V. Duvall
Miss Duvall is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
A. Lumm of Murray
The bride-elect is a
1980 graduate of Murray
High School and a 11183
graduate of Murray
State University. She
currently is employed at
Hurt, Haverstock and
Jones.
Mr. Scott is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Mitchuson of
Dexter and of Mrs.
Ethel Scott Farris of
Murray and the late
Samuel Scott.
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of
Calloway County high
School. He currently is
employed at Big John
Super Stores.
- The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 4, at 2 p.m. at
the First United
Methodist Church.
A reception will follow
In the social hall of the
church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception. Only outof-town invitations will
be sent.

Marianna Duvall
and Roger Lynn Scott to marry

Coming community events
Friday,July 13
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
Grove Roller Rink.
---Hazel Lodge No. 831
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30

Friday,July 13
p.m. at lodge hall.
TwiligTitgo
-lf
-will be at
5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
---Twilight golf will be at
5:30 p.m. at Murray

Foreign missionaries now home
The Rev. Mack Shultz
and his wife, Audrey,
foreign missionaries of
the Southern Bitottst
Convention, are
furloughing in Calloway
County for the next few
months.
The ShultS serve in
Fiera De Santana,
Brazil.
The Rev. Shuns is administrator of the
Southern Baptist
Seminary there and
Mrs. Shuns promotes
music among the Baptists of Brazil.
The couple will be liv-
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on • t, o mysterious
stronger has called on
Alex. He's come from a
galaxy that's under
attack by on alien force.

He didn't find
his dreams...
his dreams
found him.

ing in a house near
SOuthweat Calloway
Elementary School.
tttoy Ate
14 and will remain here
until February 1985.
The Southern Baptist
Churches of Marshall
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Audrey Shults
Can a tough New 'fork cab driver
be turned into an overnight
sensation by a country girl
from Terusinsise7
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1:30, 3:20, 7:15, 9:15
Is 55.00
A Carload

- Tuesday

A man's tradition every
woman should know about.

and Calloway Counties,
which make up the
Blood River Baptist
Association, are providing them a house and
have been getting it
ready for their arrival.
Bess Kerlick,
Margaret Taylor and
Frances Paschall are
members of the committee in charge of
preparations for the
(Cont'd on page 6)

Friday,July 13

Saturday, July 14

Country Club.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Leadership and
Water Safety Training
Program at Camp
Energy Group Camp.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be performed at8 p.m. at Lake
Barkley State Park
Lodge.
---Events at Murray
Moose Lodge will include games at 8 p.m.
and entertainment by
Steve and Serita from 9
p.m. to 1 p.m.
---"Finian's Rainbow"
will be presented by
Community Theatre at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in
Murray-Calloway County Park.
---Youth of Memorial
Baptist Church will
have a party from 7
p.m. to midnight.
---"It's A Miracle" will
be musical to be
presented at 7:30 p.m.
at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University. This is sponsored by
Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints
and the cost will be 25
per person.
---Saturday,July 14
Men's Medal Play
Golf Tournament will
start at Murray Country
Club with men to form
own groups and tee-off
times.
---Writers Potpourri will

be from 9:30 a.m. to
noon at Calloway Public
Library.
---Youth of First Baptist
Church will leave for
Opryland U.S.A.,
Nashville, Tenn., at 7:30
a.m.
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Water Safety Program at Camp Energy;
Cosmetics by Mother
Nature at 1 p.m. and
Composting at 2 p.m. at
Empire Farm;
Wildflowers of the Open
Lands at 2 p.m. and
Night Visual at 8:30
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; An
Evening at The
Homeplace-1850 at 8:30
p.m.
---The Single Connection
for adults and older
children will meet at 10
a.m. at First United
Methodist Church parking lot to leave for A
Day on A Pontoon Boat.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!'' will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park Lodge.
---Dance featuring Dirt
Road Special will be
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at
Murray Moose Lodge,
---Calloway County
Chapter of Full Gospel
Business Men's
Fellowship International will meet at 6:30
p.m. at Hong Kong
Restaurant in Holiday
Inn.
---"Finian's Rainbow"
will be presented by
Community Theatre at 8
p.m. in Playhouse in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
---Murray Squar-NNaders will dance at 8
p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall.
---The Singles' Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church .of Christ will
leave at 5:30 p.m. for
dinner and program at
Lake Barkley State
Park Lodge.
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West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation will meet at
2 p.m. at Farmington
Elementary School.
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Teen Pool Party for
Grades 7 through 12 will
be from 6 to 10 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club. For
reservations by Friday
call 759-4004 or 758-7431.
---(Cont'd on page I)

DATEBOOK
Quilt Lovers will meet
The Quilt Lovers Group will meet Tuesday, July 17, at 6 p.m. at the Ca oway County Public
Library. Lou Ann Philpot will present a lesson on
"Basic Applique "AU interested persons are invited to attend.

Bible school at Hazel
The Hazel Baptist Church will conduct a Vacation Bible School starting Monday, July 16, and
continuing through Friday, July 20. Sessions will
be conducted each day from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Transportation will be provided for those who
desir it by calling 492-8664 or 492-8168

CCCFGBMFI will meet
The Calloway County Chapter of the Full
Gospel Business Men's Fellowship International
will meet Saturday, July 14, at the Holiday Inn. A
buffet dinner will be available beginning at 6:30
p.m. and persona should call 753-6533 or 753-7140
for dinner reservations. Guest speaker will be
Waiter Bennett of Dresden, Tenn. He is a
Methodist layman, active in Lay Witness movement, Gideons and FGBMFI. This meeting is
open to all men and their families, according to
Tom Geerdes, Callowa Chapter president.

Writers event Saturday
The Writers Potpourri will be Saturday, July
14, from 9:30 a.m. to noon at the Calloway Public
Library. Joy Bale Boone, author, poet and
feature writer of Elkton will be the speaker with
her subject being "Poetry and Poetry Forms."
Gladys Jarrett, director, urges the public to attend this session to hear Mrs. Boone discuss the
new and the old forms of poetry.

Tennis play Tuesday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Tuesday, July 17, at 8 a.m. at the
club. Members note the earlier time. The lineup
is as follows: Court One — Gayle Foster, Marilyn
Adkins, Mug Rigsby and Annie Knight; Court
Two — Janice Howe, Vickie Baker, Frances
Hulse and Cathy Young; Court Three — Joy
Waldrop, Patsy Miller. Jennifer Hewlett and Pat
Seiber; Court Four — Norma Frank, Janie
Ryan, Lashlee Foster and Becki Wilson.

Open house planned
An open house will be held by AT&T. at its office in the Southside Shopping Center on Tuesday, July 17, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The public is
invited to come by to see demonstrations of
many of the new products. Free coffee and
doughnuts will be served.

Patients dismissed
Recently dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital,
Paducah, were Pauline Johnson and
Elkin
Parker, both of Murray.

Gantt speaks at Fulton
Rotary District Governor Wilson Gantt of Murray was the guest Speaker at the Tuesday
meeting of the Fulton Rotary Club. Gantt
is
traveling around District 871 visiting with
Rotarians.

Kim Tharpe in Air Force
Airman Kim D. Tharpe. daughter of Martha A.
and Stanley W. Tharpe, Sr., 1601 Belmont Dr.,
Murray, has been assigned to Lowry Air Force
Base, Colo., after completing Air Force basic
training at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas. the
airman studied the Air Force mission, organization and customs and received special training in
human relations In addition, airmen who complete basic training earn credits toward an
associate degree in applied science through the
Community College of the Air Force. The airman
now will receive specialized instruction in the
supply field.

Keel gets degree
Keys Stephen Keel, son of Mr. and Mrs. Keys
Keel of Murray, has graduated from the College
of Medicine at the University of California, Irvine. Keel will now be in residency in internal
medicine at the Veterans Administration
Medical Center at Long Beach, Calif.

Bill Ligon enlists
Bill Thomas Ligon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Roberts of Murray, recently enlisted in the Air
Force's Delayed Enlistment Program, according to Master Sgt. Gary Yulll, Air Force
Recruiter in Paducah. Ligon, a 1978 graduate of

Anne Maitland named as
vice president, book firm
NEW YORK (AP) —
Anne Maitland, director
of publicity and public
relations for Pocket
Books, has been named
vice president.
Ms. Maitland joined
Simon & Schuster in

Murray High School, is scheduled for
enlistment
in the Regular Air Force on
Nov 19 Upon
graduation from the Air Force's six-week
basic
training course near San Antonio, Texas,
Ligon
is scheduled to receive technical
training in the
general aptitude area. He will be earning
credits
tbward an associate degree in applied
sciences
through the Community College of the
Air Force
while attending basic and
technical training
schools

Gadberry at Fort Rucker
Second Lt. Debbie L. Gadberry. daughter of
Mary L. Gadberry, 1301 Poplar St., Murray, has
completed an officer rotary wing aviator course
and received the silver wings of an Army aviator
at the U.S. Army Aviation School, Fort Rucker,
Ala. Students received instruction in helicopter
flying techniques, including tactical instrument
flying maintenance, navigation and radio
procedures.

Salyers named at school
David W. Salyers, Murray Manor, Murray.
senior in geological engineering at the University of Missouri at Rolla has been named to the
honor list for the spring semester, 1983-84
academic year. Named from Benton were Jennifer W. Alexander, Rt. 8, senior in life sciences,
and James B. Lents, 202 East 14th St., senior in
chemical engineering. Those on the list carried a
minimum of 12 hours and had grade point
averages of 3.2 or above out of a possible 4.0.

Hospital lists patients
The census for the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday,
July 9, was not released
by the hospital.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy York,
parents, Methane and
Mark, 2006 Oak Grove
Circle, Benton;
Baby Boy Starks,
parents, Diana and Randall, Rt. 1, Water
Valley.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Andrea J. Smith,
1101 College Cts.; Mrs.
Odean Morris, Rt. 1,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Pamela S. Wyatt and
baby girl, 518 Whitnell
Ave.;
Miss Leann
McBurney, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Mrs. Beulah Puckett,
Rt. 5; Mrs. Mary 0.
Richerson, Hazel; Edward Leon McKeel, 810
South 10th St.;
Mrs. Vallie R.
Engliah, 1703 Maynolia
Dr.; Mrs. Morelle
Kingins, 5432 Chrispin
Way, W. Bloomfield,
Mich.; Mrs. Ruby L.
Rhodes, 408 Sycamore
St.

Ashlock, Rt. 5,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Mary E,Neese,
Puryear Nursing
Home; Frank H. Montgomery, 1619 Miller
Ave.; Gerald H. Richer.
son, at. 7;
Mn. Anna F. Canter
(expired) Rt. 1, Sedalia;
William Balentine (expired) Rt. S.

Wedding vows to be said in Tampa
Mrs. Claude WW1arns
of Robards and Don C.
Gish of Henderson announce the approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Miss Kathy
Gish. to Mark Stephen
Scott. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Scott of
Murray.
Miss Gish. a 1984
graduate of Murray
State University, is a
member of Alpha
Omicron Pi Sorority
She received her B.S
degree in Elementar].
Education and is corn
pleting her M.A. degree
with an emphasis in En
vironmental Education.
Her fiance, also a 1984
graduate of Murray
State University,
received a B.S. degree
in Criminal Justice and
Is a member of Sigma
Chi Fraternity.
He now is attending
the Tampa Police
Academy and will be
employed by the City of
Tampa Police Department upon graduation.
An evening garden
wedding is planned for
famlly members on Friday, Aug. 3, in Tampa,
Fla.

By ESTELLE
criticism, maybe we because
of the retire- house a carport. Youth Spiceland
s and Peggy
could help more by ment of the
SPICELAND
Mrs. Allene is the time for making Hicks of
Michigan, with
An unexpected reading Jesus' advice in Claxton
as postmaster dreams come true.
Mrs.
Blanche Spiceland,
pleasure recently was a St. John 8:7, when peo- and
unavailability of acEric Lovins, on a bicy- enjoy their vacation by
visit from passersby, ple would have stoned a
ceptable postal facility. cle tour from Murray taking
them in their
James Oliver, a woman who had sinned But
arrangements have has already visited Gan- house
boat from
newspaper man from but Jesus said, "He that been
made so the mail non relatives in Col- Kenlake
for a ride.
Louisiana, with his Is without sin, let him will be
delivered, says orado Springs, Colo.,
I
was
invited but
mother, Mrs. Otho cast the first stone." number
(812) 429-3401 and still headed with aches and
pains advised..
Oliver, reviving That stopped the stone telephone
.
bicyclist, toward declining.
other
memories of days when throwing. There is still
Oregon. They may then
that family lived in a lit- much good In this old
Beside the imI realize that every
California to attle house on the world.
provements being made go to
tend Olympics if money week adds heartaches
Spiceland farm when
Another ancient land- to insure a modern New
and sorrow to some
the three boys were mark was removed Concord post office last.
household. All have
small.
when Hamlin Post Of- soon, the Pat RobertDale and Lyndia their seasons, but how
James had worked in fice was to be closed sons next door are ad- Cochran of Murray
we do appreciate the inLedger and Times office Monday July 2, 1984 ding to their cozy new helped the Lloyd
between blessings!
at Murray with James
C. Williams as editor in
the 40's. He
Census at Murray- remembered the kindCalloway County ness of Mr. and Mrs.
Hospital for Tuesday, George Hart and others
July 10, was not releas- before he obtained
employment in Louied by the hospital.
Newborn admissions siana where he now
owns his home.
were as follows:
My old scrapbook
Baby Boy Waggoner,
parents, Penney and holds a newspaper picBarry, 138 Fox Meadows ture of the Rescue
Squad searching at
Trailer Ct., Murray;
Baby Boy Smith, Cypress Creek for the
parents, Andrea and drowned bodies of
Richard, 1101 College James' brother, wife,
and daughter Penny, in
Cts., Murray.
Dismissals were as June 1969. Two other
children had survived,
follows:
Mrs. Cynthia Ander- and James has reared
son and baby boy, Rt. 6; them.
I recalled that sad day
Phillip McDonald, 1828
Farmer Ave.; Gregory recently when otherwise
L. Darnall, Rt. 3, I would have enjoyed
dining in Cypress Creek
Benton;
Mrs. Kimberly Restaurant with the
Moore, Rt. 2; Mrs. Holly Lloyd Spicelandis and
F. Mauzy, Box 264, Mur- Peggy Spiceland Hicks
ray; Mrs. Ruby L. in from Michigan and
FIVE GENERATIONS — Jesse Orlon KinsolvIng, born Nov. 7, 1983, is the great-great-grandson of
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Blanche Spiceland. Mrs. Beulah MWer of College Park, Md., seated third left. On the right is Mrs. Louise Fink of College
I sympathize with Park, Md., daughter of Mrs. Miller and great-grandmothe of
Carl Ray, Fern Terr Jesse. On the left is Mrs. Ted (Helen) Mcrace Lodge; Mrs those in sorrow. It Cuiston of Murray. granddaughter of Mrs. Miller, grandmother of Jesse and daughter of
Mrs. Fink.
Virginia E. Peters, 609 comes to all.
Holding Jesse is his mother, Mrs. Billy (Dawn) Kinsol% ing of Murray, who is the daughter of Mrs. Mc•
In these days of Cssiston. granddaughter of Mrs. Fink and great-granddaugh
Elm St.; Mrs. Noreria
ter of Mrs. Miller.

1975 and worked in the Some people believe that sleeping
on a
of wedding cake is supposed to bring a
editorial and publicity dream to a single girl in which she will we her future husband.
departments. She joined
Pocket Books as
associate director of
publicity in 1978 and
became director of
publicity and public
relations in 1982.

We are pleased
to announce that
Marianne DuVall,
bride-elect
of
Roger Scott, has
selected her flatware
and
accessories from our
confplete bridal
reglatanns
and Roger will be
married Aug. 4.

The Showcase

Kathy Gish and
Mark Stephen Scott to marry

FINAL MARKDOWN

All Summer Shoes Must Go
To Make Room for
New Fall Arrivals
All Summer Dress 4hoes
$14.99
All Canvas Espadrilles
$9.99 or Less

SHOEFE113ARN
Dizleisoul °paha' Mon -Sot. 10-3 733-7220

2 WEEK MINIMUM
RENT-TO-OWN
NO CREDITORS
CHECKED
DELIVERY &
SERVICE INCLUDED
759-4487
04 S. 4th - Murray
444-6666
711 Jefferson
- Paducah

,
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Community events...
fianday. July 15
Suaday. July 15
The Sim& Oonnection 7.30 p.m. at First United
will meet after church Methodist Church.
for lunch at Hong Kong
——— —
Restaurant In Holiday
Special service will be
Inn.
at Good Shepherd
————
United Methodist
Events In Land Bet- Church following mornween the Lakes will in- ing worship.
chide Water Safety Pro————
gram at Camp Energy.
Second day of Men's
Snake Tales — Fact and Medal Play Golf TourFiction at 2 p.m. at !lament will be at MurWoodlands Nature ray Country Club
Center.
—— ——
.31looday, July 15
————
Dedication of sancMurray Lodge No. 106
tuary of Benton Free and Accepted
Cumberland Masons will meet at 7:30
Presbyterian Church p m at loge hall.
will be at 2 p.m
Hazel and Douglas
————
Special Swindon Film Centers will be open
Series Will be shown at from 10 a m. to 2 p.m.

IS. 1994

IFRIDAV.

(Cmit'd from page 41

Your Individual

Maeda,.July le
for activities by senior should be made by tocitizens.
day at noon by calling
————
Freda Lovett, 763-3999.
Reservations for or Edna Butler,
ladies day luncheon on T53-5349
Wednesday at Oaks
————
Country Club should be
'Sing Out, Kenmade by today by call- tucky!'' will be
ing Barbara BLalock, presented at 8 p.m. at
763-9218, or Donna Whit- Kentucky Dam Village
field, 759-4001.
Convention Center.
— —— —
— — — —
Diabetes Classes will
Final session of "The
be from 6:30 10 8:20 p.m
World In Your Own
at Callow& County Raokvard" will be at 9
Health Department: For
Information call
753-3381
————
Reservations for luncheon on Tuesday at
Seven Seas by Murray
Christian Women's Club

Bernie Lee Brunson
given fellowship
by honor society
Bernie Lee Brunson of
Paducah, who shared
top academic honors in
the 1984 graduating
class at Murray State
University, has been
awarded a $3,000
fellowship for graduate
study in 1984-85 by
Alpha Lambda Delta
scholastic honor society
for freshmen.
He has been chosen to
receive the Mary Jane
Stevenson Fellowship,
one of 13 awards for
graduate work made
each year in the names
of persons of
significance to Alpha
Lambda Delta

Stay Cool
With This
Sizzling
Special
8239y
5,000 BTU's
2 Speed Fan
Come On In And
Make Your Best
Deal, Either Cash
S. Carry Or We Will
Deliver & Install.
Come See Our
Complete Line Of
Full Size
Air Conditioners

FACTORY
TRAINED
SERVICE DEPT.

WE STOCK
ALL THE PARTS
NEEDED FOR
REPAIR

STEELE & ALLBRITTEN
133.1341

Your K•IvInotor
3
2
•
9 1.,
Dealer

P17,0.30,04
toei

a.m. at Calloway Public
Library
—— — —
MSU Summer Dance
Workshop will open today at Murray State
University. For information call 762-448.9
————
Junior tennis for
beginners Will be at 1
p.m. and intermediates
at 2 p.m. at Murray
Country Club

Brunson, the son of
Walter S. Brunson and
Carillyn Brunson, both
of Paducah, will begin
his studies this fall as a
medical student at the
University of Louisville
School of Medicine.
A summa cum laude
graduate at Murray
State with a perfect 4.00
scholastic standing,
Brunson had a major in
biology and a minor in
chemistry. He was named the Outstanding
Senior Biology Major in

•

1983-84 and awarded an
$1,800 James L. Hurley
Memorial Scholarship
by the Alumni
Association.
Brunson served as
president of the PreMed Society and was a
student member of the
American Chemical
Society at Murray State.
His selection for the
Stevenson Fellowship
was announced by Dr.
M. Louise McBee, national president of
Alpha Lambda Delta.
Ms. Stevenson served
10 years as executive
director of national
Alpha Lambda Delta
before her retirement in
1981. Her more than 40
years in higher education included works as
dean of women at
Bucknell University,
Albright College and
Westminster College, as
well as service at Ohio
University and Penn
State University.
A total of 137 appllcations were filed this
year for the 13 Alpha
Lambda Delta graduate
fellowships. They came
from members of 61 of
the society's 197
chapters across the
country.

Foreign...

40AS

STEEL
Save $32 to $48
Per Set of 4

$413

P155101413
Whrtewel.
No trade
needed

PER TIRE

Whilewas
SIZE

SALE
PRICE
•••

P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75R14
P205/75R15
P21 5/75R15
P225/75R 1 5
P235/75R1 5

$53.25
55.95
59.45
61.70
64.50
67.30
69.95

a

CLISIOT Polysteel— the radial

that keeps Its feet. even in
the rain
• Double steel cord belts hold tread
flat against the road,even on turns.
for effective tractoon, long term wear
- Pre-stressed polyester cord and
radial ply construction absorb
road shock, cushion the ode
• Choose Polysteel for high mileage
wet weather traction. Goodyear
quality and special swings now
through July 28

(Cont'd from page 4)
family, according to the
Rev. Terry M. Sills,
director of missions for
the Blood River
Association.
The Shults have
children in the area.
Justin is a student at
Murray State University and Travis recently
married Jana Bell of
Murray.
The missionary couple will be available to
speak in the churches.
Rev. Shults, a native
of Cleveland, Tenn., is a
graduate of CarsonNewman College, Jefferson City, Term., and
of Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary,
Louisville.
Mrs. Shuns, a native
of Jonesville, Va.. also
is a graduate of CarsonNewman College and
Southern Seminary.

FOR SATURDAY,JULY 11,1954
whet kimd el day will tomorrow be?
rest will do much to help you arrive at
Is find sat weal the stars say, reed
a Solution.
theforecast gives for your birth sign.
UBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
You'll have fun today, but expenses
ARIES
could escalate. Try to find leas man
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
sources of entertainment Chance enYou may be at odds with a friend tocounters are likely.
day, though new acquaintances are
friendly toward you. Romance reSCORPIO
quires the right timing.
(Oct. 23to Nov. 21)
TAURUS
You may not have the patience to
(Apr. 20to May 20)
handle a family matter tactfully. No
Partners may not be in agreement
sense in voicing recriminations on
with you about career interests. Sucdeaf ears.
cess comes through the use of a new
SAGITTARIUS
approach.
(Nov. 22to Dec. 21
GEMINI
It's one of those days when you
i May 2110 June 20)
could put your foot in your mouth and
Too many work concerns diminish
then having explanations to make.
your appetite for travel. You could be
Watch your tongue.
lured into an argument over a matter
CAPRICORN
of principle.
(Dec. 22toJan.19i
CANCER
A touchy money situation with a
(June Z1 to July 22)
friend could lead to an argument. You
No sense having an argument over
may feel that others are ordering you
a minor expenditure. In romance,
about.
questions of intimacy concern you
AQUARIUS
Quarreling doesn't help.
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
LEO
Career strivings will meet with
(July 23 to Aug.22)
scant success now. Don't press toe
Just deal with a problem at home
hard. It's in the area of friendships
base, instead of getting upset about it.
that you'll shine.
Going out together does much to
PISCES
411111.
alleviate tension.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
wax
VIRGO
If it's peace and quiet you're seeksit
(Aug.23to Sept. 22)
ing, you'll get little of it today. Watch
You seem to have tied yourself up in
moodiness and temperament in your
knots about a work problem. Proper
dealings.

mit

A

-

95
$
39 PEP,
TIRE

55110•17
,
AlacimaN
.410 trade
neerkWI

lave $29 IS $42
Per Sete.
4BRIMS Radials
E Noy wet/dry
traction season after
session. year after
yeer A great choice
for tront-wheel drive
— and now sale
priced through

42rdp'4:
1
Iro1
abat.7
Sheekviell
SIZE

SALE
MICE
••• 15.

P155/80R13
P1155/80R13
P175/BOR14
P1135/80R15
P175/70R13
P1115/70R13
P185/70R14

$44.50
47.50
49.25
49 95

49.96
52.410
67.15

WA11APITEO so DAYS
OA 4 000 MILES,
WI41614EVE5 COINS
FIAST
• Set front or rear wheel
caster, camber, and toe
on cars with ackustabfe suspension
Chapeettes,light trucks. CAB requiring
firsePhorson Strut correction extra.

Unethical Therapists Wreck
What They Claim to Build
DEAR ABBY: I want to warn
women against psychotherapists
who have sex with their patients. It
happened to me, and a year later, I
am still devastated.
Two years ago I went into
psychoanalysis because of some
recent personal tragedies that I
couldn't handle. After many sessions, my therapist started to touch
me—beginning with friendly pats
and affectionate hugs. I didn't see
what was coming. I was "in
transference" atthe time—projecting
onto him the love that other important men in my life had rejected.
Then an entire session of
"therapy" was spent rolling around
on the floor of his office locked in
embraces. (He billed me for that
hour!)
I was in a state of emotional
shock, terminated the analysis
immediately, and sought help from
an ethical analyst, the local rape
and assault committee and a lawyer.
I also filed a malpractice suit for
these reasons:
When a woman is in therapy she's
like a child—emotionally at the
mercy of her therapist.(I read that 5
percent of psychiatrists admit to
having sex with their patients—
which means there are probably
more, but they won't admit it.)
The American Psychiatric Society
has taken the official position that
once sex occurs with a patient, the
therapy is destroyed. Few women
take action against their therapists
because they feel so ashamed.
So women, be warned. Ifs mental
health practitioner starts to hug
you, kiss you or go further, run like
hell. He is sicker than you are!
I'm signing my real name and
address, but please don't use it.
ANONYMOUSLY GRATEFUL

•••

,

. RS

20°A

Designer Jeans

Off Marked Price

1 Rack of Ladies

Blouses

$395 2/$7 or 3/$10

1 Rack of Different Style Blouses
5595

2/$11 er3/$15

1 Table of Swimwear
1395

ISM

While

They Last

All Other Joggers and Ladies Shoes

1

Mons

'- 'Wt.,.

Ladies Skirts

$49Lch 2/$9 0,3/$12
Ladles Slacks

$500

-C111111110111P.

(502) 753-0595
Murray, Ky.
"We Novo A
rears — • It • ti A Price

DEAR KERCHOO: You and
your husband have a communication problem—which is
nothing to sneeze at. Tell him
that when becomes into a room,
he should give you a "yoo-hoo"
so you'll know he's there. And
when he feels a kerchoo coming
on, have him either head in
another direction, muffle it or
risk a punch in the mouth.

111

• Ladies 8 Mens

20%
U.S. 641 S.
Is Goa"

•••
DEAR ABBY: I am married to a
man who has a sneeze like no other
sneeze I've ever heard. His sneezes
sound like a massive explosion,
resembling a horrible bark!
It seems to me that everyone has
some kind of warning that a sneeze
is coming on—if only a few seconds
—but that should be ample time to
muffle it to some extent.
Yesterday my husband was right
behind me in the kitchen and I
wasn't aware of it until he let go
with one of his thunderous sneezes.
I nearly scalded my feet with a
kettle of boiling water I was holding!
His surprise outbursts affect me as
though a firecracker had suddenly
gone off right next to my ear. I'm
afraid one of these days I will
automatically start swinging and
hit him in the mouth. Any advice?
KERCHOO IN AUSTIN, TEXAS

a

• llee The Silver Card hon.-node al Wawa:seem)Goodyear *tall aAleis You e'en/
ele0 kiee these ether treys to but kareneari
Exposes moosresro Yea

Rudolph Goodyear

DEAR GRATEFUL: All licensed therapists(psychiatrists,
psychologists and counselors)
are accountable for their professional conduct.
Patienta should call their local
mental health association to
learn where to address their
complaints. And they should do
so promptly.

Through August 4th

All Dresses

July 28

By Abigail
Van Buren

tt)
Asy

---- StIMM

GOODYEAR STEEL FOR
IMPORTS SALE PRICED TOO.

"'t

GIE

,-.J.
' Big Mid-Summer Sale

P40 trade needed

PROTECT YOUR
TIRE INVESTMENT
WITH A TREAD-SAVING
ALIGNMENT.

Horoscope Fraaces Dalic

Off at Register

$49Lch 2/$9 3/$13
Pony's &
o Off .
/
Kangaroos 200
1 Reck of Ladies

Jeans

$300

Pullover Shirts

2/11 3/15

All Sales Final No Exchanges
And Many Unadvertised Specials

MURRAY WHOLESALE
OUTLET
753-9044

Olympic Plaza
•-:‘

Ii
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HBO's `Draii ebnisnat draw much praise
NEW YORK (API —
Give Home Box Office
an "E" for Effort,
though it is hard to
believe that Draw'" is
the kind of made-forpay-TV motion picture
that HBO's subscribers
are clamoring for
If you start with the
premise that Kirk
Douglas and James
Coburn, on Mere talent
and force of personality,
could not make a bad
movie, then 'Draw,"
certainly is passable
Trouble is naughty
language and Douglas'
bare behind (sadly.
elements that
distinguish cable from
an assistant football network TV) can't do
coach at Murray State much for a hackneyed
University. They have a tale of %the Old West.
,inriught.r
Kristin scheduled to premiere
Alexis, 2.
Sunday night
Mrs. Jones is the
'Draw'" follows
daughter of the late Dr. closely two previous
and Mrs. Kenneth M. HBO Premiere Films,
Shade Sr. of Wilson, "The Far Pavilions"
N.C.
and "Saitharov "

MSU names Jones
minority coordinator
Bernadette S. Jones of
Murray has been named
coordinator of minority
students affairs at Murray State University to
work primarily in the
areas of minority student recruitment, retention and mobility.
She was formerly
associated with the
Head Start Program in
Murray for two years as
a teacher and assistant
education coordinator.
Mrs. Jones fills a newly created position
recommended in the
11083 report of the Task
Force on Minority Student Recruitment,
Retention and Mobility,
which was established
to comply with a commitment in Kentucky's
Higher Education
Desegregation Plan.
A native of Wilson,
N.C., Mrs. Jones earned
the B.A. degree in child
development at
Spelman College in
Atlanta and the M.Ed.
degree in counselor
education at South
Carolina State College
in Orangeburg, S.C.
Her public school
teaching experience includes a year in
Greensboro, N.C., and
four years in Inkster,
Mich., all in either
kindergarten or the
lower elementary
grades.
Mrs. Jones, who is a
member of Kappa Delta
Pi honor society, was
nominated in 1279 as an
Outstanding Young
Woman of America. She
is a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority.
Her husband is Keith
A. Jones, formerly of
Charleston, S.C.. who is

New sanctuary
to be dedicated
The Benton
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church,
located 1.7 miles northwest of Benton on
Highway 58, will
dedicate its new sanctuary on Sunday, July
15, at 2 p.m. The Rev.
Charles K. Westfall is
minister.
Revival services will
start Monday, July 16,
and continue through
Friday, July 20. The
Rev. J. C. Wommack of
Madisonville will be the
evangelist for services
at 7 p.m. each night.

Methodist church
to hold revivals

Douglas Ws,some Harry 11,1L, aging outlay. •
the hotel
Coburn Is fonnef

.
..t

!a L. 1.1.1 argiVflit

dary, thougt:
lawman who
and gagged And pij
into town on a h..drawn litter to hi *.
Harry to justice rte.
kills the first shei:f
From the upeoi,..,,
scene, in which Hay
shoots a hole in hil_h:t•
one wonders. 'Is tit!,
movie supposed 111,--lie
funny? There seerm to
be consensus that
"Draw!" is ,at least
hyphenated'-coniEffy
in comedy-adventure
comedy-drama: 11PrI
calls it "tongue e.n,
cheek," and Dotig1,4,says it's "a West"—,
with humor."
A twist at the end It al
least amusing. But
of the humor is _of a
rather juvenile .variety.

;
t•aok that
,•
•
'•'rate t,‘r 1 "

Sam

Starret

M.,:

I-

Mile

thy boter

In
,'-re • • van
,• al,•'• • work
.coro
me to
up

and go down "
Ulttioatcly, though,
he's forced into a gung ht with the town
sheriff, during which he
takes a slug in the thigh
The sheriff isn't so
lucky.
•'Dead?" Harry
wonders. "Sheesh. I
guess my eyes ain't
what they used to be
Harsy takes an
upstairs room, where he
Is tended by Bess (Alexandra Bastedo), a
traveling thespian with

the healing touch
Sam, meantinie,
would just as soon talk
with Harry — over a
glass or two of whisky,
of course — than shoot it
out And Harry is about
to turn himself in and
face trial when he
learns that "Hanging
Judge" Fawcett is on
his way to Bell City
A "High Noon"
shootout, though maybe
a bit earlier in the day.
seems to be the only
way out The climax is

entertaining, if not exciting, but is it worth
waiting for?
"Draw!" was shot on
location in and near Edmonton Alberta, and
the natural setting is
appealing
The motion picture
doesn't necessarily
mark the return of the
small-screen. or even
large-screen Western,
but as Douglas says, "I
think it's a classical
reservoir of films, of
material for films."

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen. Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health
Care America

Stock Market
+ 2.32
lb% -%
26% unc
17 -14
264k unc
25% +
14% -%
44%
36% +4
18 unc
66% + %
36 -1
/
4
27% unc
24% -1/8
6 unc

I.B.M
Jerrico
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
Kmart
Mary Kay eosin
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco -----U.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-947
STOCKS
MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

To my friends and clients:

-

As many of you know, I have sold mypr.;..
tice, the Wdstside Veterinary Service.
1 began in 1976. I wish I could than,k each id you individually for the consideration von have shown me for the 16 years 1 have pr.it
ticed in Calloway County. My family and I ap predate it.
I know that you will show the same cunsideration in welcoming Dr. Noel Thomas and
Dr. Robert Salley to the community. I know
they will continue to provide the Same !ULM
quality service you deserve.
Again, thank you.
Sincerely,
Ellwood Brown Jr., DVM

Sale 9.99

Save 29% to 38% on misses'tops.
.

; to S16. •
cise from this select group of misses' tops including
,:i-tt, • .--leeve styles to cap sleeve styles in stripes. Great
ors Misses' sizes.

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza 753-2380
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE=

The Conyersville
United Methodist
Church, located northeast of Puryear,
Tenn., will hold revival
services from Sunday,
July 15, through Friday,
July 30.
The Rev. Coy Garrett
of Murray will be the
speaker for the services
at 7:30 each evening.

Revivals set for
N. Fork Baptist
Revival services at
the North Fork Baptist
Church will start Sunday, July 15, and continue through Friday,
July 20.
The Rat,. Terry Sills,
director of missions for
the Blood River Baptist
Association, will be the
speaker for the services
at 7 p.m. on Sunday and
at 7:30 p.m., Monday
through•Friday.
Ruben Fletcher will
direct the song service
with Mrs
Regina
Veasey as organist and
Mrs. Judy Freese as
pianist.

Allergan
Liquifilm
For Hard
Contact Lenses

_

t •

sKirts in
st}ies. :ncluding
• ‘,1 rlastic vvaiSt,orlove got ttke
,• • a,,ti color you need

t(ills Shopping Conlon
Ator io,
,
Pf,
one 01.121 163-e1el

JCPenney

Chortle Directory is Sponsored Sy The Thins Listed Ow This IPage

VICTOR'S

West Ky.'s Sandwich Specialist
WE DELIVER
CARRY-OUT SERVICE OR DINING ROO

1301 W Main - 753-7715

By LUTHER A.
MAY,pastor,
Seventh-day
Adventist Church
Ye are of your father
the devil, and the lusts
of your father ye will do.
He was a murderer
from the beginning, and

JCPenney

Vegetables

'Hillbilly 'Barn

Horne Owned & Operated By Ron & Joyce Satin
Featuring Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials

Lynn Grove
Feed & Seed
Lynn Grove
Co. 435-4415

Buck's Body Sho
Body& Frame Work
Established 1945

Auto

900 Sycamore

753-5142

KEEL'S VACUUM
SALES • SERVICE
Home Owned & Operated by
Max & Marie Keel

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
753-2706
Free

Ann's Ceramics
instructions

Certified

Teethe

Mon., Tues., Thur. 6-10 PM
Any Other Time By Appointment
492-8869 2 Wins West Of 641 South On Louring

R

Everyday Low Price Prescription Service
IN Relight Pliarnatisl
Olympic Plaza

Carroll Tire Service
And Wheel Alignment
-11

1105 Hogue
1

53- 1 400
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lookers
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abode not in the truth,
because there is no truth
In him. When he
speaketh a lie, he
speaketh of his own; for
he la a liar, and the
Father of it John 8:44
A stanza committed to
memory in childhood
says
"The devil is voted not
to be,
And, of course, the
devil is gone.
But many people
would like to know
Who carries his
business on."
Belief in a personal
devil doesn't sit well
with modern
philosophers. But their
views, however deeply
held, are daily disprov.
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ed by the prevailing word liar. He reacted
AND $01FTWARI 15,11211M11
evidence that his with,''Oh, don't use that
Olvrnoic Plaza Murray
• 733-7733
nefarious business Is word! It's too harsh." I
said, "Jesus used it
thriving
TERRY'S PAINT
Those who like„ to when it fit the case. Why
_
believe Satan doesn't shouldn't we?” He gave
& DECORATING CENTER
exist outside of lively me a long look and said
r
'11.:.-:_i
Psi & Flew Cover*
imaginations are engag- no more.
Ssitliside Skop*,Coster
In all Holy Writ there
ing in decepUve, wishful
753-3321
thinking Of course, this is no sharper depiction
is nothing new, for Jesus of unrestrained hostility
vehemently told the than is portrayed by the
Pharisees that, from the gentle apostle John in
C_erbfled Teocher
very beginning. Satan today's text. It was un*Custom Ordets
was the incarnation of paralleled, eyeball to
Hews: Twee. & Than.9:30 axe. te 4 p.m. pSuppi.es
eyeball, confrontation
all evil.
a.as.
10
& 630 p.m. to
Soft-pedaling in deal- and defiance.
7512540
Murror Wet& Fri. I p.m to 4 p.m.
The Pharisees Fere
ing with the harsh truth
is not new either. One enraged because Jesus
time, during a heated had just told them that
West Kentucky Rural Electric
discussion, a church their claim to be
Co-Operative Corp.
leader seemed surpris- Abraham's children
ed when someone in- was false and that their
Phone 753-5012
advertenUy used the
• (Cont'd on page 11)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Sho_p
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441pm
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THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST Ahno Kaights
1000487 5.01001
1010a m
Wordilp Service 100am k 7 Wpm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2E6 Coldontar Rd
Sun Ser
10.11 a m .7 00 p.m
Wed BIN. Study
1 N p.m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD

Try

Marshall Franchisee
WE DO CHICKEN RIGHT"
Our Fresh Buttermilk Biscuits

Compliments of

LYNN GROVE
SUPER MARKET
Owners

Lynn Grove. Ky
Ruble & Johnnie Ts lor

Murray oose
Lodge #2011

Compliments of

BUCHANAN FEED
AND SEED
-Complete Milling Facilities'
Industrioi Rd.••••753-5378

0000605 £010141
7 CO p.m
Thur. VItO
7 00 p
TRINITY CHRISTIAN
CENTER
1150 al Chllovay
Cloth School
10 41.71
Worship
11.00 ern
Sunday Evade&
441 P.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH•NEW CONCORD
SetelArlehla
Womble Sere.
Wed.Service

10:00Am
11 16 am 4 00 p m
7 00 pen

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday Sclool
910a71
Morning Woraltp
10.30 a m
NORTHSEDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road. Dexter
Sunday School
105.71
Worship
11 00 a m
BETHESDA BIBLE CHURCH
Benton Syrnsonia Flory . Synwonts
Sunday School
913am
MarnIng Worship
G 00.71
Wad MINN
7:59

DEALERS ONLY • TillASDAY 6:30 P.M.
753-S300

COUNTRY CROSSROADS
RESTAURANT
Specializing In Plate Lunches And
All Yon Can Eat Fish Dinners
Hardin, Ky.
437-4871

BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
GERALD BOYD - OWNER

CHURCH OF JESUS CIMUST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
1105 Iiith St
11 00 a rn
Sunday School
Sacrament Meet
11 50 a.m
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Are & 1701 St . Murray
Sunday
11:00 8.71
Sunday School
II Sam
700 pm
2rid Wed
RR Ind Wed
t1 00464 p
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
sta..
Pale cuw
10.00 a tr
Montle
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Watchtower
10'10 cm
BOW Lecture
9.50• rn
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
aat. 9 15• m
11.41.71
Worship
ST JOILN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Communion
400 a rn
husky Scholl
415 a.rn
Holy Communion
10 Nam
9T HENRY'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
1:00 pm
Saturday
8418.71
Sunday
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Mares
LIP env Sat
00 em %MIT
11 00 a rn Sunday

Major Engine Repair • A/C Tune-up Service
Automatic Transmission Service
407 South 4th
753-1750

RANDY THORNTON
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING; INC.
HEATING • AIR coNDITIONING• SHEET METAL
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

02 CHESTNUT

753-81$1

Groceries & Gasoline

6 Days A Week 6-7

Hwy. 121

489-2533
Compliments Of

Lynn Grove Rood

753-5742

Vaughn's Plumbing
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N 4th
753-6113
Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
6 a.m.-Midnight

Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Jack

753-3540

kl Air Shopping Curter

.144•64ws •4 Shen Oil Proems's
Illarvia. Calloway, graves mad Same4isle Caasalies
Alaira
153-1323

641 Super Shell

Reedy Mir Cements

Street

Storey's
Food Giant

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday Select
10 M em
WoriMp Service
11.44 em
Ernolog Woreilp
740pm
CALVARY TEMPLE

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
759-4522

11•11ding Necks

ast Main

Everyday Lowest Prescription Prices
Byron Forbus, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell Scheel lee John • 753.4i 77,

WESTERN SIZZLIN
STEAK HOUSE®

MURRAY
MEMORIAL GARDENS
hievsoleesn-Cemetery Lets
Complete C.ens.11ug Service
641 North
753-2634

PIZLA MU!

t

Introducing Our New 8 Item Hot Bar
Now Serving Steak, Prime Rib & Seafood
12th Street
759-9555

•

•Plus•Pasts•Sandwicliss'
e
12th & Chestnut,759-4646

751atilambie-

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

Hendon's Service Station
COMPUTE CAR CARS
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
N. 4th Street
Phone 753-1921

r•••'•9,-

- 16-7.••
4 2.`!'—:•c
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Community churches schedule services for this Sunday
Various churches in
city and county have announced services and
meetings for Sunday,
July 15, as follows.
fauns/mei Lutheran
The Rev. Clarence
Heimich, pastor, will
speak at the 10 a.m. services at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, Sunday School will be at
8:48 a.m.
Goshen Methodist
The Rev. Don
Faulkner, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. and
6:30 p.m. services at the
Goshen United
Methodist Church. He
will be assisted by Ronnie Hutson. Mrs. Agnes
Watson will give the
children's devotion.
Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T.
Garland, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and
7:30 p.m. services at the
Hazel Baptist Church,
Music will be directed
by Gene Orr Miller with
Mrs. Oneida White as
pianist and Mrs. Gwyn

Key as organist The Every Blessing" with "Jamas
Commission His
Adult Choir will sing a Kathy Erwin as Church"
at 10:90 a.m.
special number at the, organist and Tommy service
and about "Let
morning hour
Gaines as pianist.
Christ Become Our DaiPresbyterian
The Rev. Kenny ly Walk" at the 5:30
The Rev. Thomas Locke will speak at 6:30 p.m. service
at the
Schellingerhout, pastor, p.m. service
Grace Baptist Church.
will speak about "ChrisMemorial Baptist
"I'm Nearer Home
tian Motivation" with
The Rev. Aubert Than I Was Yesterday"
scripture from I John Rose, Sr., of Banton
will will be sung by the
4:19 at the 10:45 a.m. speak at the 10:50
a.m. Church Choir at the
service at First and 7 p.m. services
at morning service,
Presbyterian Church. the Memorial Baptist
Leland Peeler is music
New members will be Church.
director with Dwane
welcomed into the
Milton Gresham, Jones as organist and
church at the service
minister of music and Anita Smith as pianist.
The Church Choir, youth, will direct
the
First Methodist
directed by Judy Henry Sanctuary
Choir as
Dr. Walter E
with Cynthia Scribner rnembers sing "God
So Mischke, Jr., minister,
as organist, will sing the Loved The World"
at will speak about
anthem. "Heaven Come the morning hour. The
"Prayer Promises"
Down."
Girls Ensemble will with scripture from
South Pleasant
sing at the evening hour. John 14:12-14 at the 8:30
The Rev. Paul Margaret Wilkins is the and 10:50
a.m. services
McAdoo, pastor, will accompanist. Joe Mor- at
the First United
speak from Matthew 13 ton, deacon of the week,
Methodist Church.
at the 10:45 a.m. service and Roy Gresham
will
Mrs. Ann Doran will
at the South Pleasant assist.
sing a solo, "He TouchGrove United Methodist
Grace Baptist
ed Me," at both serChurch. The children's
The Rev, R.J. Burpoe, vices. The Chancel
sermon will be from pastor, will speak about Choir,
directed by Paul
Matthew 10.
Dr. Truman Whitfield
will direct the Church
Choir as members sing
"Come Thou Fount Of
(Cont'd from page 8)
went His way.
It is the doctrine of the
plotting to murder Him
devil to prevaricate and
proved it.
In seething resent- kill and then pretend
ment they shot back: nonexistence. Martin
while the pastor, the
Rev. Bill Hart, leads in "Now we know you are Luther knew better
mad (crazy)." Jesus when he hurled the ink
prayer.
retorted by telling them bottle at him. The
With the desire to see who they were. He told Wesleys knew better
the fellowship hall them they were sons of when he opposed them
enlarged, Mrs. Sigmon the devil. Taking up on two continents. Billy
made the initial con- stones to kill Him, they Sunday knew better
tribution which started could not find Him in when he wrestled with
him in the night as did
a building fund in 1982. their blind rage. He
She will participate in passed out "through the Jacob of old.
The devil still "works
memory of her husband midst of them" and
to do us lll." Jesus came
who was the first man to
into the world to destroy
join Good Shepherd
the devil and all his
Church after the conworks.
solidation of New Hope
and Sulphur Spring
Churches in June 1968.

Devil's work...

Special Methodist service
A special service of
commitment will be at
the Good Shepherd
United Methodist
Church following the 11
a.m, worship service on
Sunday, July 15.
This will be for the
beginning of construction this week on the addition of a multi-purpose
room to the church.
Mrs. Esther Sigmon
of Lakeland Wesley
Village will join Lynn
Lassiter, chairman of
the building committee,
in breaking ground

Gospel meet
to be held at
Bethlehem

Evangelist Cotham to speak
at Antioch Church of Christ
Perry B. Cotham of
Dallas, Texas, will be
speaker at a gospel
meeting at the Antioch
Church of Christ near
Brown's Grove, starting
Sunday, July 15, and
continuing three Friday, July 20.
Services will be at 11
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on
Sunday at 7:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Dwayne Rogers
will direct the singing.
Evangelist Cotham, a
native of Calloway
County, is a 1934

graduate of Murray
State College. The
eldest son of the late
Ben B. Cotham. he was
reared in the Brown's
Grove-Coldwater community. He has for the
past 12 years been
devoting his full time to
traveling in all parts of
the world as an
evangelist
He has preached in
every state in the United
States and in every continent of the world. He is
an uthor of several
religious books.

The Exciting
New Musical

Bethlehem Church of
Christ, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn., will have a
gospel meeting starting
Sunday, July 15, and
continuing through Friday, July 20. Services
will be at 11 a.m. and 8
p.m. on Sunday and at 8
p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Speakers will be Steve
Lusk, Chattanooga,
Tenn., Sunday; David
Clayton, Paducah, Monday; Priestly Scott,
Puryear, Tuesday;
Lowell Manchester,
Puryear, Wednesday;
Randy Stevens, Sulphur
Well, Tenn., Thursday;
Willie Bradshaw,
Paducah, Friday.

IT' A

Shahan with Bea FarManda's Chapel
rell as organist, will
and Good Shepherd
sing the anthem, "0
The Rev Bill Hart.
Sing all Ye Lands," at pastor, will speak about
the later servtice.
''Yielding To The
&masthead Poplar
Authority of God" at the
Danny Cleaver will 9:30 a.m service at
speak about "Be A Ser- Martin's Chapel United
vant" with scripture Methodist Church and
from Matthew 20:25-23 at the 11 a.m, service at
at the 830 and 10.40 the Good Shepherd
a.m, services at the United Methodist
Seventh and Poplar Church.
Church of Christ.
Westelde Baptist
Speaker at the 6 p.m.
The Rev
Don
service will be Floyd Farmer, pastor, will
Dethrow.
speak at the 11 a.m. and
Assisting will be Jerry 6 p.m. services at the
Bolls, Bobby Fike, J r , Westside Baptist
Robert Johnson, Nicky Church. He will be
Ryan, Jack Rose, assisted by L.D. WarHowell Clark, Noah ren. Jimmy Harryman
Wheatley, Earl Nanny, will sing a solo. The
Frank Hargis, Gary Church Choir, directed
Yuill, Ron McNutt, Ray by Tommy Scott, will
Karraker, Barry sing "Precious Blood."
Canter, Gene Roberts, Susie Scott and Patsy
James Herndon, Lorin Neale will be
Watson, Forest Boyd, accompanists.
Fred Douglas, Ricky
Sinking Spring
Cherry, S. Steele and K.
An ordination service
for deacons will be at 2
Hoover.
p.m. at the Sinking SprHazel and
ing Baptist Church with
Mason's Chapel
The Rev. Joe Harting the Rev. Eddie Young,
will be the speaker at pastor, as speaker.
services at 10 a m. at Deacons to be ordained
Hazel United Methodist are W.F. Hurt, Lowell
Church and at 11 a.m. at Key, Steve Kndtt, Max
Mason's Chapel United McGinnis, Mark
Paschall and Ronald
Methodist Church.
J.W. and Toni Jones (Sonny) Lockhart.
will direct the music at
The pastor will speak
Hazel. Frank Coles will about "The Unseardirect the music at chable Riches of Christ"
Mason's Chapel with with scripture from
Karen Coles and Sharon Ephesians 3:8 at the 11
Myatt as accompanists. a.m. service. Sharon

Bond car
auctioned

1A4r

Meeting Schedule of the

Bethlehem
Church of Christ

11
/
411.

July 15 thru 20
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Night Services at 8:00 p.m.
Sunday Morning & Night—Steve Lusk. Chattanooga.
Tennessee
Monday—David Clayton, Paducah, Kentucky
Tuesday—Priestly Scott. Puryear, Tennessee
Wednesday—Lowell Manchester. Puryear, Tennessee
Thursday—Randy Stevens, Sulphur Well, Tennessee
Friday—Willie Bradshaw, Paducah, Kentucky
On Friday night Bro. Bradshaw has agreed to lead us
ins period of singing before the preaching service begins.

Following Sunday Morning Services July 15,
we will have lunch together at the Hazel, Kentucky Community Center. Everyone is invited,
to have lunch with us and come to all the .
services.

ii. i#

ChidesIt Swindon's
StrengtheningIbur
Gdp
FILM SERIES

Route 1—Puryear, Tennessee

--SPEAKERS—

Friday, July 13
7:30 p.m.
MSU Lovett
Auditorium
Tickets $5.00
At The Door
Or Call
Virgil Etherton
753-6642

Furches• pianist, and eyeing hour. Wayne
Laura Paschall, Halley, minister of
organist, will play "How music, will direct the
Great Thou Art. Even- Adult Choir as members
ing service' will be stag "Everyday Is A
canceled.
Better Day" at the morFirst Chrliodaa
ning hour and "Close to
Dr
David Roo
Thee" at the evening
pastor will speak about hour. Joan Bowker,
'How Is Your Equip- Aliens Knight and Mark
ment'" with scripture Hussung will be
from Ephesians 6:1-1.8 accompaniats.
at 10 45 a.m. service at
The evening service
First Christian Church. will be an ordination
Margaret Boone will service,, for two new
direct the music with deacons, Dr Joe RexMark Austin as mat and Stan Groppel,
organist. Assisting will
be Walt Apperson, Del
Fleming, Eugene Scott,
Don McCord, Ron Cella,
Jim Clopton, M. C. Ellis
NEWPORT BEACH.
and Mike Holton.
Calif. (AP) — The gray
First Baptist
Aston Martin DB5 with
Dr, Greg Earwood, retractable machine
pastor, will speak at guns that actor Sean
10:45 am. and 7 p.m. Connery drove as
services at the First James Bond in the
Baptist Church. He will movie "Goldfinger" has
be assisted by David been auctioned off for
King, the Rev. G.T. $80,000
Moody, Glen Grogan,
Race driver Dick Bardeacon of the week, bour of Cypress, a 1980
Paul Dailey, Jr., and the winner in the 24 Hours of
Rev. Stephen Cobb.
LeMans race, said SunRebecca Meacham day he bought the car
will sing a solo at the "because I love James
morning hour and Bond movies the best of
Shane Sullivan at the
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7:30 p.m. July 15th
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
5th At Maple•Murray, Ky.•FIX More Info. 753-3812

FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SUMMER SALE

TIRED OF YOUR NEIGHBOR
TELLING YOU HOW
GREAT HIS ECHO
TRIMMER IS?

ISN'T ti' GREAT HOW THESE
ECHO TRIMMERS KEEP THE
LAWN NEAT AND TRIO..?

4, 14

spend
Don't
greet an Echo trimmer Is. Discover for yourself why so many athefisd customers
those en Eehol For uncompromis, ing rthabillty
promn
performance go
' wthEthol
•LIslimelsid (way 10.1 am.)
•Nylon fleskimi wialhr surd
helps— everefor.
•Tep-m-e•Nesore irimoriag
heed for mou-smp trimmiss.
•4S" shaft for trimming bareNow
so-resat

••••••••••••=weo.—

ECHO TRIMMER GT200
ECHO TRIMMER SRM210

ECHO
TRIMMER KIT

RIO. 174.95
RIO. 209.95. .

Only

C..

_

For A Good 01'Summer Time.

SAVE $ 1 3995

Don't let an occasional summer shower or heat wave spoil your fun
Watch The Weather Channel before you plan your busy schedule By
tuning in anytime, you can find out where the sun is (and isn't) .. the best
vacation spots to try ... if that ball game will be rained out
even when to
plant your garden. Every five minutes, The Weather Channel provides
you with the latest official focal forecast for your area. It keeps you a step
ahead of changing summer weather. So if
.77h, a weeka day at thej
,
end in the mountains, or just mowing your lawn that you're Alining,check
The Weather Channel. It's insurance for a good of time this summer

16995

SAVE $

REG. 24.9;
NOW ONLY

$995

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center

CABLE

RENTAL"SALES
CENTER

tbe OeVZ that llasts1"
200 E. Main

753 8201

753-5005

VISION
MURRAY
Trt_twsrofq WORTH WATCHING

MU RR AV

ECHO

...•••• "%so.

-

119

GT1604E - REG. $144.93

•,4

Before you deckle, •
watch The Weather Channel.

•

SM

THE
WEATHER
CHANNEL
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CADIZ. Ky. — Ed Hendon's 11 strikeouts were
the bright spots in an otherwise unspectacular
defensive effort, but all-in-all the Murray Junior
Babe Ruth All-Stars were pleased with their first
win in the district tournament.
Thursday's playoff opener for the Murray 14-15
year-olds was marred by several errors which
allowed Livingston County to control the game
until the fifth inning
In the fifth, though, Murray struck three times
to post a 7-6 come-from-behind victory and end a
possible tale of tournament woe in Cadiz.
Hendon started the rally with a walk, followed
by Tony Robinson's triple which gave him a
3-for-3 game including a double. Hendon's run
made it 6-5 in favor of Livingston.
Chris Padgett brought in the tying run with a
double and Chip Adkins stroked a sacrifice fly to
Score Padgett, the game-clincher, from second.
In the seventh, Hendon preserved his win by
striking out the first batter, forcing an easy popout back to the mound and the last batter hit a
routine fly to right field.
In all. Hendon allowed only four hits while his
teammates backed him with seven of their own.
Tonight shortstop Greg Futrell will move to
the mound for Murray as the team takes on
Caldwell County in a 5 p.m. contest. Murray will
play two games tonight regardless of the first
game's outcome.
The tournament championship will be played
Sunday at 1 p.m.

OPENING WIN — (Left) Ed Hendon three 11
strikeouts and allowed only four hits to pace the
Murray Junior Babe Ruth All-Stars to a 7-6 win in
the first round of the district tournament in
Cadiz, Ky. (Right) Murray second baseman
Chuck Baker receives a throw just in the nick of
time to make the play on atis Livingston County
baserunner.
Photos by David Tuck

Local Summer League Bac-chair"'
urnx LEAGUE
The first round of the Little League All-Star
district tournament opened with a rout Thursday
night as Marshall County plastered Paducah,
19-0, at the Murray-Calloway County park
complex.

Tonight Murray's All-Star team sees its first
action against Paducah at 7:30 p.m. The roundrobin, double elimination tourney will continue
Saturday night when host Murray plays Marshall County at 7:30 p.m.

The game, which wasn't much of a game at all,
saw the Marshall County squad rack up nine
unanswered runs in the first inning with David
English driving in the eventual game-winner.
English also pitched the Marshall County team's
victory and Mike Melton was pinned with the
loss.

GIRLS SOFTBALL
Alesia Covey had a home run to spark a 9-4
Allison Photography victory over Thrillers in
one of three upper division girls softball games
Thursday.
Along with Covey's four-bagger, Stephanie
Sammons poked a double and two singles and
Angela Whited contributed a pair of hits to the

win. April Woods led Thrillers with a homer and
a single.
Preps out-lasted Royals, 10-6, in the second
game as Stec! Williams had a double and a single
and Mandee McCarty and Leisa Cape both had
two hits for Preps.
For Royals, Christi Darnell had a triple and
Tonya Murdock had a double.
The third game produced a 15-5 Breakers victory over Rainbows as Amy Wallis cut loose for
three hits including a triple and two doubles for
Breakers. Sue Ann Brush tagged a double in the
winning effort and Connie Ross was the top hitter
fpr.Rainbows

The following is the
1984-85 University of
Kentucky basketball
schedule:
Nov 16 People's Republic of
China (H)
Nov. irl Toledo (1)
Dec. 1 Purdue (A)
Dec. 4 Southern Methochst H)
Am. 9 Lndlana (Ai
Dec. 15 Louisville I A
Dec. 2143 1JK/T Opening games
James ILadloon vs. Cinciruutt, UK
V. Earl Tennessee State (H)
Dec 31 KAMM. at LouievWe
Jan 3 Auburn Hi
Jan. 5 opponent to be 101.7101111C.4
(H)

Jan 7 Vanderbilt (Hi
Jan. 90). Mims (A)
J.,fl 0 Alabama (A)
Jan. 16 Mississippi State (H)
Jan. 19 Florkla H)
J..-ZZGoorjt.(A)
Jan 77 Tenney+.(A)
Jan. 31 Loulmiana State IH)
Feb 2 Auburn AI
Feb 7 Vanderbilt(A)
Feb
Oie Mee(H)
Feb 13 Alabama HI
Feb Is Igleeisalpga State (A)
Feb 20 Florida I Al
Feb. 211 Georgia (Hi
Feb al Termeseee tH
March 2 Louletana State A
March 11.9 SEC Tourney
Birmingham

Senior All-Stars avoid vocabulary test
in dramatic victory in tourney opener
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
When discussing the
prospects of his team's
next game in the district
tournament, Murray
Senior Babe Ruth coach
Kent Wright produced
an observation his team
almost didn't live up to.
If the local H&R Block
team won the first game
Thursday (which they
did) they would play at
noon on Saturday. If
they lost they'd play
earlier.
"But we're not planning on the earlier time,"
Wright said, "because
'lose' isn't part of our

vocabulary right now."
Wright's undefeated
squad proved him right
again on Thursday, but
not before Marshall
County fought the hosts
to a 6-4 scare.
Murray had to come
up with three runs in
their half of the seventh
Inning to pull off their
14th consecutive victory
without a loss. Then,
winning pitcher Rick
Grogan had to retire the
side in the bottom of the
seventh before he earned his fourth win of the
year.
The locals took full advantage of the home

field when they entered
the top of the seventh
facing a 4-3 deficit.
Against Marshall
County starter Dicky
Locke, Murray's Mark
Boggess drew a base on
balls then stole second.
With no outs, Boggess
took a healthy lead off
the bag which almost
proved fatal.
The H&R speedster
got caught in a pickoff
play and barely escaped
an out when he avoided
the r.undown by
scampering back to second. The Marshall
County second baseman
booted the ball away

MURRAY DATSUN-CHRYSLERIDODGE
604 South 12th

Murray 753-7114

VICTORY HUG — Mark Boggess (center) is embraced by teammates
Rusty Sfrfebt (7),Shawn McClure (catcher) and Joel Cenoley (background)
after searldig is His seventh inning to tie the game 4-4 between Murray's H&R
Block Sealer Babe Ruth team and Marshall County. Murray went on to win
the game 1-4 whisk marked the opening contoet of the district tournament
being held at Murray's old city park field.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

and Boggess survived.
Jon Blllington brought
Boggess home with a
well-placed single off
reliever Stacy Dowell,
tying the score at 4-all.
John Mark Potts followed with another hit and
Joel Conoley drew a
walk to load the bases.
Rusty Wright laid
down a perfect sacrifice
bunt to score Billington
for the go-ahead and
Shawn McClure bunted
to score Potts for added
Insurance.
Grogan went to work
after Dowell managed
to end the rally and
quickly sat down the
first two batters with a
pop out and a ground
out. Then he got in a little trouble by walking
the next two opponents
before making Cary
Allen fly out to shallow
right field and end the
suspense.

Grogan struckout
three and gave up only
two hits — one being a
two-run single by
Dowell. Despite four errors, the Murray
defense backed him
with a double play to
retire the side in the
sixth inning.
Marshall County
dropped to 6-6 with the
loss.
In the second game
Thursday, Livingston
County advanced by
whipping Ballard, 8-4,
despite having only
eight players show up.
Livingston jumped
ahead, 8-0, in the first inning and scored three
more times In the fifth
before Ballard got both
its runs in the bottom of
the seventh.
Saturday at noon Murray hosts Livingston
County at the old city
park while Marshall
County and Ballard at 2
p.m.
The winner of the
Marshall-Ballard game
will play the loser of the
Murray-Livingston
game at 4 p.m. Saturday.
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Running clinic leader takes 3rd in national race
By JIM RECTOR

she

Sports Editor
Mur-

the

then

Since

running

ex-

she

even

marker

than

could

the

have

hoped for, but now the
group

has

she's

become more aware of
her

capabilities

in

all

areas of her life

something

elm to crow about.

and

run

three

and she qualified for the

tors, Jane Arnold, Is a
celebrity.

New York nationals by

ray

State

Mur-

student

has

prominence,

specifically
placed

since

third

she

in

the

over-50 age group In the
National
Diet Pepsi
10,000

Meter

Race

in

Paris,

Tenn.,

running

I

even

like

4 t

when

the

awards

name

they
But

called
it

my

wasn't

finish Is to win. And this
race really brought it
all
home to me."

"I wasn't feeling well

resident

all

all. It was rainy on the

earned

this

and

I

something im-

portant about myself.
"
relative

before

I

the

almost

race

talked

day of the race (July 1)
and I was miserable.
"

As it turned
was

Out, Arnold

suffering

from

bronchitis and it would

newcomer to the runn-

have been a convenient

ing

excuse

world, Arnold

best

you can

That
'
s the theme of the
Bonne Bell Clinic : To

Arnold confessed.

ly good race, but just by

a

the

the

myself out of running at

As

do

Series). And to tell you

I didn't run a particular-

learned

going and

this

and

award

"I'm sure nobody else
could understand why I
broke down and cried

the only one. Just keep

attempted

something

a good time (48:04) and

super

her.

(Diet Pepsi 10,000 Meter

at

I

was very emotional for

Everyone else feels bad
out here, too. You're not

because
I
lost, but
because I learned that
by finishing a race
you
can be a winner too.

pro-

admitted, "I didn
'
t have

finishing

Nobody will care'

P.,( then I started say•

afterwards.

Arnold said the moment

bably never would have

the truth, during the Ila-

completely

go

what?

ceremony

"You know, before I
started

tionals I almost quit,"

was

I told

why

or

to

Nebraska in June.

New York, N.Y., earlier

"I

"I almost quit

out

'Okay.

going

winning her age group

this month.

overwhelmed,"

five-mile

just

in the regional race in

become a runner of national

the

myself,

you

marathons

One of the clinic direc-

The 58-year-old

at

myself, 'Hey,
on?

In three years she has

to

wimp

stop

Women

ing

nearly convinced her to

perience has been eye-

for

a

Are

opening

Clinic

overcame

nagging self-doubt that

ray's Bonne Bell Runn-

has been more

THIRD PLACE IN NATION - Jane Arnold, a

jogging

years ago

ing

directors

Murray State student, placed third in the na
tional finals of the Diet Pepsi 10,000 Meter Race
Series in New York, N.Y.

started

three

The success of

said

she never was an athlete

for

her

to

withdraw.

or a competitor before

But

she

didn't.

And

RUNNING CLINIC - Members of Murray
'
s Bonne Bell Running Clinic for Women
round a corner
during their weekly group run. The clinic
meets every Thursday at 6:30 p.m. for a brief
program and a
group run or walk. Beginning July 19, the
meetings wW be held in the lobby of Ordw*Hall
on the Murray State campus.

U.S. Olympic basketball team warned about false hopes after 6th win

GREENSBORO, N.C.
(AP) - The U.S. Olympic basketball team has
romped to si5c straight
victories over various
all-star competition this
summer, but the coach
of the latest victim says
the team shouldn't start
counting its gold medals
just yet.
Coach Bobby Knight's
team swept to a 96-85
victory over a group of
National Basketball
Association stars in
Greensboro behind
Michael Jordan's 25
points. It was the fifth
straight triumph over
the NBA players after
the Olympians opened
their exhibition
schedule with a 124-89
rout of former Indiana
University stars.

Billy Cunningham, the improvement phase
the Philadelphia 78ers' for Knight's club. The
coach who led the NBA University of North
team in its latest outing, Carolina star, who was
was impressed with the named college basketperformance before a ball player of the year
crowd of 15,771 at the last season, had been
Greensboro Coliseum
mired in sub -par
But he doesn't think the shooting for the last
team can start thinking several weeks. He
gold.
entered the sixth game
"They had some great at 48 percent from the
spurts of basketball," field.
Cunningham said. "The
But Jordan's inside
only thing I'm concern- game delighted the aued about is that they
don't get a false sense of
security. It's going to be
a lot different in the
Olympics. They're going to play against
teams who have played
together for many,
many years."
Jordan's play might
mark the beginning of

CFA's members file
tv commitment form
By The Associated Press
The jumbled status of televised college football
in 1984 has become somewhat clearer although there still is uncertainty regarding who
will be showing what games.
On Thursday, all 83 members of the College
Football Association filed a commitment form
that binds them to following the CFA's television
package.
Those members did so after disdaining efforts
by a separate coalition of the Big Ten and Pac-10
Conferences, which tried to get some Southern
and Eastern independents to join their group in
an attempt to widen its base of support.
The CFA membership consists of the Atlantic
Coast Conference, the Big 8 Conference, the
Southeastern Conference, the Southwest Conference, the Western Athletic Conference and 19
major independents.
"Naturally, we are pleased with the
unanimous vote," said Chuck Neinas, executive
director of the CFA.
The Supreme Court two weeks ago upheld a
ruling that struck down two existing NCAA
packages sold to CBS, ABC and ESPN for almost
$275 million, saying they were in violation of
federal antitrust laws. On Tuesday, college football's major schools turned down a last-ditch
proposal by the NCAA for a TV package that
would have been based on voluntary
cooperation.
An attempt to get the CFA and Big Ten-Pac-1O
to consolidate efforts failed earlier this week.
Neinas said the basic CFA television plan provides for a national marketing effort in two times
period on each date - offering those games to
national networks and national cable - as well
as an open period for conference and institutional telecasts in the afternoon, which would be
used for local and regional broadcasts.
Regardless of their affiliation, schools can still
negotiate deals for themselves on top of any arrangement they may make with either the CFA
or Big Ten-Pac-10,
The Southeastern Conference has said it will
start negotiations next week with WTBS, Ted
Turner's national cable network, on broadcast of
a game-of-the-week for 1984
Some schools that joined the CFA said they felt
there was nothing else they could do.
"We have a major market for football, to be
sure, but we certainly are not in a position to
make that fly on a national level," said Dr. Ed
Bozik, athletic

director

at

the

University

of

Pittsburgh.
Joe

Kearney,

member

commissioner

WAC, said

of

the

nine-

his schools had "only one

"
choice.
"As a member of the CF.A,

you could

ward with the CFA plan of 63 member.
as a conference. I think

go for_To on

our feeling was the

largest group we could join was the best. There
was absolutely no choice to go

out on

your own as

a conference.
"
Professor Frank Remington, who represented

(thence, many of whom
cheered him on as a collegian. With an array of
layups, reverse
and

dunks.

moves

Jordan

finished 10 for 19 from
the

field, including

an

eight-for-14 effort in the
second half.

to

describe

off

eight

points.

straight

Georgetown's

Pat Ewing scored four
of the points, while Jordan had two free throws
and

Indiana's

Steve

Alford canned a 10-foot
jumper.

the

After

U.S.

four -minute
drought

Steve

throws

Stipanovich scored on a

before

jumper from the right of

The

the lane, the Olympians

again,

with
with

free
left

U.S.

raced

however,

unsatisfactory because it, too, raises serious an-

gold

medal

and

the
15

Walter

Eric

Davis

"
Sleepy"

the

Floyd had 13 points each

NBA stars with 18
points. Thurl Bailey,
who just completed his

Frank Johnson added 12
points apiece.

basketball club, led

and James Worthy and
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(Guidry 47 and Bystrom 14), 2.
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L
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GB
Chic•go (Bannister 6-4) at
Detroit
57
34
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Toronto
50
35
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Baltimore
39
18
552 10
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Boston
41
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Detroit DN. Winfield...New York.
Manta. IOC Wynne. Pitistarlh.
104; Italmen. Baltimore. 100, Yount.
100.
Mihraukee 100
GSTAAD, DOUBLES. Hubbard, Atlanta.
DOUBLES Cowes. Seattle,Is;
21; Sandberg, Chicago. 26; hen.
LParrish, Texas 24; G•rclm
Switzerland (AP) - mina. Montreal.
19. °Carter. MonToronto, 22. Trammell. Detroit, 32;
Second-seeded
Vitas treal, 19; flahme. Montreal. 13,
Lemon. Detroit, 91. Winfield. Nor
3000.06. Phaidelphia, to
Tort.
Gerulaitis failed to apTRIPLES
361715•1.
'WIMPLES Collins, l'oronto.
pear
for
second Philadelphl•. it. Sandb•rs.
his
Idosoloy Toronto. 11. Owe.. 5668.
Citrzego, 11. Cruz. 14031el00.
124. 6; Upehaw. Toronto. 7, RLaw,
match
at the
Swiss
Gwynn. San Diego. IL McGee.
GUNS..'
Open, forfeiting
to flitLouls, 7.
HONE PINS
Kingmsn,
HOME RAINS Murphy. Atlasta,
fellow America Lloyd
Barton, a.
/0, GC•rt•r. Montreal, 15,
mamma Cleveland. 21. Pattie
Bourne because of an Schmidt, PhiladeiplUa, 14. Mar.
Chicago, 30, 4 are tied with 15.
gall Lae MIAMI.... IS; VIM%
apparent injury.
STOLJCN BASES RHenderesn.
Philadelphia. 3
Oalthima ai. Pants. Callawida,
In second-round matSTOLEN BASES
Samu•l.
Buller. (leveland. W. Garcia.
Warne, San
ches, Wojtek Fibak of Philatielpeda. 41
Tbroats, rr, 044114., Toronto, S.
Diego. N. Ream, Clnetnnall. 11;
PITCHING
6 4•21i1e5•)1
Poland
ousted
defenDernieraleicago. SC Raines. Rm. owns, ClaMmId. •t.
/te. In;
ding champion Sandy treal,
Leal, 'T3o-onto 0.2
III. AOC.
PITCHING (11 dwaleions): 56.0.
NNW., New Tort. 19-4, 700. ISA;
Mayer, the No. 4 seed,
2.04. Chicago, 7.1, .1115, fat; Moto.
NOW Toronto, at 710, 249. Dot6-4, 4-8, 8-2.
And Cinchwati, 11.11, NB. 2.63; °Mae
sw.. Mimeo, 11-1. Wt, 2 IN. Petry,
New Tort. 7-2. .111, 1.1151; DarINg.
seventh -seeded
Detroit, 11-4, 759,815
Jose
New Ton. 1.0-0. Ill, 411.48;
ITRIKBOUTS 5flU. Call/own/a
Higueras
of
Spain
1/1.4, .106. 11.61.
ION Melina New York. W, Stash,
eniricsouta
Owides.
New .Teroolla N. Hough.
emerged as a top conTaws.
Loh
Lamella, Seattle. 111.
tender for
the
title, Amebae. LW kw. nowsw. ial.
'AVMS Quanenlierry. Kansas °easily
defeating NW, Cincinnati IN; Carlton.
tr. IS; Caudill, Oakland, IC
Ptillitelalphia.
SIngeni, Milereeinee, 18. FtDavie.
unseeded Tim
SAVES
Sutter, 1111.0.45. 81.
Minneselia IT, Hernandes. Detroit
Gunnison 6-4, 6-1.
Holland. Philad•lphi•. le
It

Ten athletic directors in Chicago this week, said

Carr, a member of the

rookie season
Utah

intermission.

Major League Baseball

"the general feeling was that the CFA plan was

Robertson of Arkansas
scored 12 points.

NBA

twO
15:17

Do it yourself.. save big bucks!
Car lir truck parts...save 10-50%

NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W
I.
Pd.
New York
45
14
583
Chicago
41
SI
576
Philadelphia 64
se 541
Montreal
41
43
IAN
St Louie
42 46
483
Pittsburgh
188
WEST DIVISION
San Diego
50
34
.3416 Atlanta
46
42 .621
6
Los Angeles
45
44
Mil
7%
Houston
42
44
477 ill
Cincinnati
20
49 .443 13
San Francisco 13 51
.593 17
Thuredry• Game
Chicago 3, Los Angels. 2
Montreal 3. Cincinnati I
Pittsburgh 6, San Francisco 3
New Tort 8, Atlanta 6
90.0 Diego 4, St Louis 1
Philadelphia 5, Houston 3
Fridsy's Gamma
Log Angeles I Welch 6.9, at
Chicago (Sutcliffe 4-.1)
San Francisco I/fruity./ 5-7 and
Hammaker 1-01 at Pittsburgh
ICandelarla 74 and McWilliams
1-81, 2, it-n)
Cincinnati (Rummell 4-61 at Montreal (Clullicksion 5-4).(n)
Neve York (Terrell 6-7) at Atlant•
(Perm 9-5). (n)
5.4 Dago (Whiteon 104) at St
Louis (Horton 64).(n)
Philedelphia (Fawley 1-4) at
140144t0rt (NYWi 74),
(n)
Stradday's Gross
San Francisco it Fltleburgh
Lce Angel. at Chicago
CInclanall .1 Mootreal,
New York at Atlanta,(n)
San Diego at St 0.114, 33)
Philadelphia at Houston. )
Surrlati's Qom
CIncinnati at Mont:eel
San Franca. at Pittabursh
New York at Atlanta
San Diego at St Louis
L.. Angeles •t Chicago
Philadelphia at Houston. In)

scored seven
unanswered points.
Alford, who also was
shooting below 50 percent, hit seven of 10
from the field - *six of
seven in the second half
for 15 points. Alvin

Kenny Carr brokh the

Quick is the best way

start.

ran

753-8971

Southside Center

E
AUC110% SAL
Buses
in s
Of
Years Plumbi
37
ng Is
Alter
Calhoun Inventory.
Sam
Liquidating Its

NNIX'TC1-1 FOR
OUR BIG
AUCTION SALE
21S1
JULY
SAT

AUCTIONEER
.
CHESTER -MURRAY ,
OTTO
405 N. 4114

;
2.11es

.•
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•

• •
•
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
id $torrs
Call 8-6.
rete mix .tar mix add water
Wholesale.
.shington,
1443-2662
.:1E BALE
I P. B1-18S6
n engines.
e, 1229 99.
ardwar•,
tE 64, 155
B for Sale
3 $10 each
ade 901-247Satellite
se by and
our equipIs start at
d up
All
guaranteed
753-9263.
4"-ex17'
16 25 pc.
Wholesale,
ashington,
31442-2652.
rewood
Livered. 753I Paneling
Du of colors
from, $5•45
Mid -South
e, 542 E
Parte, Tn.,
-TIWC-117515
1 753-2905 or
16-4319
iN manua
ugh register
E Satellite
ft. system
Installed,
service what
ime: 901-642ffice:
315 Tyson
Tenn.
ones for Sale
AILER for
759-4090 after

.electric, call
ir 753-6505.
O.
and 1t,,
Lion. 3 miles
lurray. Call

1, large living
kitchen. Lots
dishwasher.
and dryer
entral heat
int porch and
I in excellent
4ear school 3
of Murray,
„health mast.
3-6175.
1 2 x 6 8
SET, 2 BR,
dishwasher.
ir 4p.m.
ERTY 14x52
chen, furvasher and
derpinning,
on. Call 753E143.
rived in 1 yr.,
bath, central
✓ and dryer.
. 753-3786.
r0 FLEET 3R, 1% bath,
re and re 753-2905 or

immediately,
ng town, 12 x
Home,
indition inside
Wral heat and
own and unSituated on
re lot off 94
ced $1000 for
Call 759-1746

ones for 11:--mt

ly furniated.
r, carpeted,
iture Call
sdy Oaks.
r a1 Kenlana.
h. $100 de64.
onr7F-grlaces
now. Water,
sd G/P-up
Restricted.
1-3895 after

some, 10x4O.
d, water,
/P -up fur/eposit re.
pets. Mobile
lags. Phone
ir 5p.m.
some, 1200,
d, water,
/P -up fur pets. Deposit
doblle Home
sone 753-3895

41. Public Sales

1 BR unfurnished apt
with fireplace ap.
plianc•• furnished
Lease aad deposit required 4864464.
1 BR unfurnished In
Panorama Shores. Apgammas turatshed, has
gar•g• and utility
room
No children or
41114148a.
CrCEPTING appilallaelle. 1 or 11 IIR
apes, Vur Cal Apts..
Northwood Dr 7564064.
Equal Housing

YARD
SALE
Saturday
844
1206 Melrose
Clothes, misc
items, household
hems.

A

rtittE
L SE . 2 BIT
duplex apt., central
heat aad air, teachers
or couples only. Call
493-3660 or after
.m.8
T1_111-110F.11
an
a
near downtown Murray
71111-4100, 762.6650, 436-

g

33. Items

for

Rent

INFIErrrtifTer=
slai.11141. Boys or girls.
MOW

3 PARTY
YARD
SALE
Saturday,
July 14
1611 Dodson

34. Houle* for Rent

rITIr147.77:173iTIn
South 10th, stove and
refrigerator furnished.
$180 month. $100 deposit. Available August
1st. Call 753-5004.
1 BR brick, 1% bath,
Immediate po
ion,
city, $300. Alao 2 BR
city, $200 Coleman
Real Estate, 753489&
AIR Conditioned 2 ER
house near downtown.
Stove and refrigerator.
$225. Deposit required.
Call after 5:30 753-6429.
RICE 2 BR house on
North 16th Street.
Available now. $200
month. Call 753-6855
after 5p.m.
OLD 2 BR house has
city water and sewage
and natural gas hookup
Prefer to rent to handy
man. Rent would be
negotiable. Call 753-9400
after 5p.m.
37. Livestock-Supplies
H'RANGUS Bulls for
sale, 15 miles south of
Sikeston. Mo. 314-7485867.
LcitAY Dapple Mare.
1500 or best offer.
Gentle. Call 437-4836.

YARD
SALE
800 N. 18th
Sat. Only
8-2
Dishes, clothes
and toys.

2 PARTY
GARAGE
SALE
409 N. 10th
Saturday
July 14
8 A.M.
YARD SALE

38. Pets-Supplies
July 14, 7-5
ARC Austrian Cattle
121 North To Squire
Dog puppy and adults.
Champion parents. Dad
Potts Rd. (Landfill Rd.)
shown on "People
then turn left at first
Beat". Show and workgravel road second
ing. Free comformation
and obedience training,
house On left watch for
Mary Adelman.
signs.
Clothes,
436-2358.
household items, bicyAKC Registered Boxer
pups, championship
cle, something for
bloodlines. $100. Call
everyone.
after 6p.m. 435-4232.
DOG bedience, air
condition room, day and
evening, no Jerking
training, humane and
affection, home or
show Mary Adelman.
436-2858.
faced registered
Saturday,
Himalayan or Persian
July 14
kittens, $95. Also
Siamese kitten, $45. Ann
8-?
Covington, 901-479-2229,
522 Broad
South Fulton.
HAVE your dog home
Toys, something
protection and guard
trained. Boarding and
for everyone.
grooming by professionals. Air conditioned facility. Call 502436-3858.
RIDDEN VALLEY
KENNELS now offers
boarding and grooming
for your dogs and cats
905 Sycamore
at reasonable rates.
Also ARC Champion
Aldens Book SerBloodline Pomeranian
vice Parking Lot
Stud Service. 482-2966 or
8 until ?
481-2V7.
LORIE Parrott, red.. Antiques, furniture,
heart black, beautiful
Depression, Cape Cod &
and unusual. 436-2147.
other glassware, brass,
MITT= Terrier pupbicycles, tools, etc
pies 6 weeks old. ARC
Registered.Call 532-2731.
Don't Miss It)
BE
ER Bird Dogs.
After .m. 435-4252.
WAB a better trained
dog? Interested in a
career as dog trainer' 2
day Seminar, July 14
and 15 on How Dogs
Learn A New No Force
Rain or Shine
Training Methods,
Mary Adelman, 502-4361617

YARD
SALE

rLAT

FANTASTIC
SALE

GARAGE
SALE

39. Poultry-Supplies
I0i-TB5X15-TM1-11;i6
Chickens, 20 Buff Orphantom Chickens 7501123 after 5p.m. or
753-0678 days.

Miller
Saturday,
8 a.m.-1 p.m.

No sales before 8
am.

41

Public Sales

41. Public Sales

44

Homes for Sele

49.1.11•0 Cars

50 Used Trucks
53, Services Offered
53. SertriCerS Offered
V• illt311 auslibegging. LAWN Slower
Irt:LEY converted Hal
an7.1111sr
door Sports
Chey Van $6.000 Day Call 114-11/91.
.
repair $ miles an
on
V-8 automattc, power ra-seas mot ?UAW
121 See Wayne and Kiln
steering, skirts, coral
Wilson. 751141011,
51
Aluminum
Vinyl
and
Camper
s
color $3,750 or trade for
LICENSED Electrician
Fri and Sat
newer model Chevy 13 FOOT Casual Camper siding end Aluminum
for residential and
3 BR brick veneer on 1 Pickup Call 763-0770.
9 a m -5 km
for sale at Missing Hills trim for a/ house* It
commercial. Heating
3/4 acre lot, located 8 1611 THIRD
Sun. July 15th 1-6
Town Resort, air conditioned, mops painting
and air condition, gas
miles southeast of Landau, 2 dr., new excellent condition,
Jack Glover
water
installation and repair
Plucy M•W•t at Alino
Fr: & Sat
Murray Low interest white vinyl top, light truest lot. Call
7511-0368.
Phone
7557303
rtingnis It•rns mckid•
753-1873
le. FHA loan
blue bottom, must see 18 REVELL Travel
8-4
cloOn dead lumbar IDOL
Call 7511-3171 or this classic, $2,950 Trailer.
Sleep. 6. Self
cellong tile 'trawl:miry
1110 Elm St
75147E7 after 5p.m. or Firm Call (602) 75E- Contained
Gas and
bom•a & hindu. ems
768-0450 Ext 302 during 8776 after 5pm.
electric. Very clean. Set ctrrrmmrmu by Sears
Nestor bicycle ape 2 ad
day.
1971 FORD LT15 up at Shamrock Resort Sears continuota gut.
ding machine & laarthamir
tars Installed for your
bottle
3 BR brick home by Broughm. 4 dr.. p.s., 901-232-8211 or owner. specifie•tions Call
p.b , A-1 condition. 753- Edward Comfort. 50215 Years
owner, save real estate
Sears
753-2310 for tree
236-24401116.
commission pants and 3738
estimate
Experience
closing coat. Assumable 1974 MAZDA Station 1071 MIDAS Mini Motor INSULATION
blown in
note with equity to Wagon good condition. Home, 23 ft.. rear full by Sears
References
TVA apbath, double air, 3 K.W
qualified person. Call $726 Call 759.1788.
proved.
Save
on those
Free Estimate
1974 TRITIMPFI Spit- Gen, 753-0114.
759-1915.
high heating and coolof Murray and fire, new top, $600. Call OVERHEAD camper trig bills! Call Sears
810 South 16th BANK
for L.W.B. Truck
FrnHA repossed houses 753-5846 or 750-9347
412 North
753-2310 for free
Bathroom, stove and
1975 TOYOTA Corrola,
Fri. and Sat. -Murray Calloway dr.,
mkt:nate
7th St. 8 a.m.
air, automatic, high Icebox. $700. 71534864.
County Realty. 304
Sat.. July 14
Mostly
teenage
North 12th St. 753-8146 miles, good transporta52 Boats-Motors
tion, $850. 753-6001
or Ron Talent 753-9894.
Couches. easy chers. unall
girls clothes. Sizes
15 Ft MONARCH Base
tables Nitre crib 8 °Jun
ErAINTING Inside and
POR Sale By Owner. 1978 CHEVROLE
3 and 4 children
out. Very reasonable
furniture. wisher 8 dryer
Paris Landing, Ten- Nova, 6 cylinder. boat, 35 hp Evlltrude, foot
clothes,
furniture,
automatic,
control trolling motor,
power and
lawn mower. wheelbarrow
By Job or by hour
nessee • See Litlle Eagle
depth finder. $3000 Call
lawn & gard•n tools
753-8113 or 7534315.
adult clothes.
Mini Farms, only 8 air, $1,850 489-2696.
753-0366.
lumber. & rnIsc
SzWllto... Machine 'Reptracts to choose from. 1978 WHITE Trans Am
2% to 31 acre sites. low mileage, excellent 17 FT. Tn Hull Ski Boat, 1OE (Bonney) McKin- air. All makes and
models. Industrial, home
Total acreage 81. Be- condition Call 762-4456 walk thru wlndshield. ney Appliance Service
150 h.p. Mercury, power All makes and models and commercial. 38 yrs
autifully rolling and after 5p.m
tilt
(Authorised
and
trim,
1079
Service on experience. All work
D TSUN 310 OX. 6
tandem
partially wooded In
trailer. Must see. Ex- Montgomery Ward Ap- guaranteed. Kenneth
everyone's mind is a speed, air. 753-7877.
dream of a special place tD79 DATSUN 310 OX. 3 cellent condition. 753- pliances). Located at Barnhill, 753-2674, Stella,
to retire, camp or invest speed, air, excellent 9131 or after 5p.m. George Hodge and Son Ky.
Used Furniture Store.
where you write your on condition Call 753-7E27 753-4729.
Fri. & Sat.
1075 HYDRA Sport 76 753-8506 or 492-8704.
restrIcllons. 1 mile to or see at 1508 London
h.p.
JOINER'S
Ky.
Evinrude
lake
Tree Service.
Dr.
Parts
with
Landing
July 13 8: 14th
State Park. Marina, 1978 DODGE Dart. 6 drive on triter and all 30 years experience. Also
On Coles CamHotel and 18 Hole Golf cylinder, 2 door, 3 accessories. Can be bucket truck torture Call
Saturday
Course. Traders or speed, with overdrive, seen at Sports 753-0386.
pground Road betSpecialists, 808 ChestInvestors. check this $1,100 Call 435-4124
INTERIOR
Starts 7 a.m.
ween watershed
out. Would like to sell all 1979 OLDS Cutlass nut St., Murray.
EXTERIOR
and airport road.
together. Priced at leas Supreme Broughm,
BASS
1 mile East on
'Boat
1977,
1840
Will
haul
slabs
1
PAINTING
than three cents per owner, loaded, low Procraft), 115
Watch for signs
94.
1.
and sawdust.
square foot. Terms miles, excellent
condi- Evinrude, excellent
available. Write or call tion. Just
WALLPAPERING
serviced. condition, fully equipMark Paschall,
James D. Futrell, 405 Must sacrifice
.
7534971.
$5 000
43. Real Estate
JIM DAY
South 4th Street. 436-2573.
753-5265.
ICH:LINE Bass Boat,
Murray, KY 42071 Day- 1979
TRANS Am with 14 ft., 65 h.p. Mercury,
Pointing
502-753-7668. Night. M- 1-tops.
STROUT
trolling
motor graph
59,000 miles.
2394.
REALTY
753-3716
$1,400. 762-4797.
IWO, 1N G. HOI Work.
750-4095 after 5p.m.
!OR Sale by Owner, 4%
it FM ESTIMATES
1981 DELTA 88 Old- SAILBOAT, Ventura, 24 Shingles, All Kinds. Call
acres
with
double
for
wide
tree
esllmate.
ft..
fully
502Lou Ann P1.400'753-6843
equipted
65 Bee
smobile,
TREEWORK, complete
completely furnished excellent fully equipted, $8,500. Call 901•232-8121.
Wayne When 753-5086
condition, low
removal, topping or
Creek Dr.
mobile home situated
Joe L. Kennon 436-5675
NEED work tin your trimmin
mileage. 247-0744 after
Ex•
g
53. Services Offered
less than a mile from
1912 Coldwater Road
trees? Topping, prun• perlenced.
5p.m. Must sell, lost Job.
Fri. & Sat.
Reasonable
Kentucky Lake. All new
Murray, Kentucky 42071
APPLIANCE SER- Mg, shaping, complete rates. 753-0211.
l$81 MONTE Carlo, all
carpeting. furnishings
Lots of nic nacs,
(5021 763-01136
VICE. Kenmore, removal and more. Call
WET BASEMENT? We
Include matching stove power and air. AM/FM
Anyt9KM
clothes, treadle
Westinghouse, BOVER'S TREE
make wet basements
and refrigerator and cassette, white lettered
JOE I. KENNON
Whirlpool.
21 years SERVICE for Pro- dry. Work
tires,
sunroof.
Call
753sewing machine,
matching washer and
completely
Broker
experience. Parts and fessional tree care
9291
or
436-2689.
guaranteed.
dryer. Acreage Includes
Call or
Licensed & Bonded
books.
service. Bobby Hopper, 753-0338
81 BONNEVILL
write Morgan Conlarge garden spot, apple
Bob's Appliance Serstruction Co. Rt. 2, Box
trees, grape harbor, Broughm, wire wheels,
vice, 202 S. 5th St,
and hookup spaces for loaded! New engine
409A, Paducah, Ky
753-4872, 753-8886
44. Lots for Sale
10 trailers, also deep with 12,xxx • 1.2 month
42001 or call 1-442-7026
(home).
guarantee.
Excellent
0 ACRES of land 16 well with new pump and condition,
Tuck's
14,900. 753holding
tank
and
cen•
miles East of Murray.
8962 after 6p.m.
/Discount PonelingN
One acre cleared, one tral gas heat. Call
BAILEY'S FARM
1982 OL SMOBILE
Dinette set, freezer,
acre wooded. Ready to 436-2686.
TtleSS:30
Delta 88 Royal, 2 Dr.,
bed, chairs, bookcase,
LUMBER
build on. $6,500. Call FRAME house and 1
SAT. TWO AM-300 P
39.000
miles.
753-8162.
lamps, maple desk. 3
For all your
acres or 22 acres, all
759-1223 after 5p.m.
1083
COUGAR,
loaded,
building
pc living room suite.
out
needs
Paneling
AURORA one to 10 tillable, some black top
23,xxx miles, fiananclots more
759 1099
acres wooded Kentucky frontage, 10 miles North
100 Patterns
ing available. Call 362Corner of Industrial Rd
7591169
Lake area, from $3,906. Murray $25,000. Call
E:906 or 489-2489.
$3.75 up
nothing down. tram $U 763-3892
No. 2 Oaks Estate
IA Concord. S BR, 0 PR Sale, locally
do painting and
month, for home.
Take 94 West to Oaks
PlYWOOD•PAINT
remodeling. Very remobile home, free in- acres, excellent condi- owned new car trade- APPLIANCE repair BUILDING MATERIALS
Country Club Rd Follow
work
all
asonble.
aluminum
tion,
brands
20 years exsiding,
formation
phone Mr.
KITCHEN CABINETS
ins. Previous ownership
signs
Specialize In Tappen. 5Attet0Ore
perience. Call Bill, 436all appliances, garage,
Shell 1-800-521-4996.
upon request. No cars Call
vatTies4
Fri and Sat.
753-5341
2326.
or 354-8964. ROOTING MATERIALS
LARGE lot in Can- large workshop. shed. purchase at the Auto Auc
WILL haul white rock.
dlelight Estate Sub- Come see make offer. tion. inquire at Carroll Earl Lovett,
EXTERIOR SIDING
BLOCK
sand,
Building,
lime, rip rap and
division near Almo. Call 436-2181.
120011
UNITS
Volkswagen -Audi basements,
masonary sand, coal,
garages,
Road frontage on two NICE 3 BR brick home Mazda and Depenable
footing, floors, drivedirt, gravel, fill sand
Hwy.451 Mi. So.
sides. Well and septic in nice neighborhood
ways. Also brick work,
Call Roger Hudson.
with air conditioner and Cars.
tank. 753-4811.
Call Jeff Oakley, large
Martin, Tn.
or small jobs. 24
753-4645 or 753-6763.
ONE large wooded lake stove furnished. Priced 753-8850.
901/5874000
lot on Blood River, 200 at $39,900 759-9316 after GAS Saver. 1976 Red years experience 7535476.
ti. from water edge. 4p.m.
Pinto Wagon, very DAY
Mma Sante Co.
and Night Clean- ODD Job specialist,
Call 436-2477.
clean, low mileage. ing
4 7 . Motorcycles
Co.. 24 hr. service. ceiling fans, electrical,
Akairam and vinyl
489-2194
plumbing,
fencing. You
Commercial and Re45. Farms for Sale
1978 HONDA Goldwing
siting. Ceske trim wort.
ONE owner. 1913 Buick sidentlal. Fully insured. name it, I do it You
80 ACRES, 30 acres in 1000, fully dressed. Electra Limited, 26,000
Winne& Call Wil Ed
buy. I install. You
759-4148.
Cycle
sound,
floor
crops with lla acres
miles, power seats, both
break, I fix. Call 436.BArr, 7510689.
tobacco, Cherry Corner boards, 26,000 miles. sides, steering, brakes,
2868
Inlemelon-hioNanitM
area. P.O. Box 8080, Call 753-7989 after 5p.m.
windows, door locks,
O'DELL S ReCAAWIELL WELL
Nashville, TN. 37207 or 1981 HONDA Ito
also tilt wheel, radio,
frigeration
IMILUNG
and Air
Wheeler, excellent
615-278-3787.
stereo, tape, new inside
MeKonde, Tn,
Condition Service. 56. Free Column
$5 ACRES with a well condition. $650. 753-3848 and out. $12,000. Would
Call
Collect
Cleaned
and repaired.
DB, 9 wee s
901 352-1971
or
on 788, 1 mile north of after 6o.m
take pickup in trade.
Hwy 2.753-7775.
old Call 7634031
901 392-5704
1281 XS 400 Yamaha Phone 753-7595,
the Airport. 489-2740.
Free
Eatlimaie
with
2
helmets,
$500.
PRA
E house, 4
50. Used Trucks
rooms, bath on 10 acres. 436-2818 after 5p.m.
Midway area. Financ1084 CHEVROLET 1./0 you have dead or
unwanted trees that
ing available. $22,000.
Pickup. $350. 437-4292.
FOR SALE
need cutting or trees
Fri. & Sat.
Coleman Real Estate.
197 CHEVROLET
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINE
that need topping' Will
A
753-9898
Q.T.
Yamaha
8-?
b . 6 cylinder. also
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
do other clean up
Moped
straight
good
in
shift,
good
610 Fairlane Dr.
46. Homes for Sale
work such as cutting
condition, $2,200. 753condition
for
shrubbery or clean up
Clothes, tapes,
I BR fr*me, carpeted,
2813.
grown up areas. Free
$200.00 dollars
SCUD V1000 CABINETS &
$18,500. One in city, one
some
furniture,
estimates. Call 437-4807.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
out. Also brick duplex.
Call 759-1405
Birch
odds and ends.
• OM • Walton • Chonry
PERM sales at Sears
city. Coleman Real
OUNCASES • MANTLES • 1100KCASES
1974 Dodge Van
now
Call
Sears
Something
753-2310
for
Estate. 753-1098.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
1982 YAMAHA YX 100,
3 speed, slant 6,
for free estimate for S CUSTOM BURT FURNITURE & FURNITURE
everyone.
WRAP/SUING
COmPaTITIYI MIKIS CoKoo aly a Soo
your needs.
3 BR Brick home. runs and looks great.
good condition,
Dlookey
S
3E2-8173.
$426.
formal dining molt and
GENERAL HOME
•
miles,
low
$850.
1017
TM
I,
excellerd
baths,
living room. 2
REPAIR. 15 years ex- • 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-5940 re
753.7597
den kitchen, double car condition. Sell or trade,
perience. Carpentry, Iss•
••••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
0
•
753-7219.
garage, central heat $450
concrete. plumbing,
and air, woodburning YAMAHA Camp
roofing, slding. NO JOB
stove, assumable loan. Moped, like new, $300 1080 ISIA71DA Pickup. a TO SMALL. Free eslittle black beauty, long timates. Days 753-8973,
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Located 3 blacks from 753-9400.
bed. $2,796. 759-1801.
University on dead end
nights 474-2276
Gold
Silver
Thursday
street. Priced to sell in- 48. Auto
Closed
Services
Closed
mid $SO's. Call 759-4626
and Friday
Yesterday
342
25
Yesterday
7.38
GOOD
ecorial toned
after 5p.m.
Opened
Opened
8:30-?
EXECUTIVE home of- Auto Batteries,
guaranteed
$15
exToday
345.00
Today
fered for sale at half
7.53
gigg Nib arims
CAR
B12
. Call 753-3711
replacement cost. SerUp
2.75
Up
.15
PECIAL
Batteries
ious inquiries call for
Fox Meadows
Compliments of
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
next day viewing ap- Delco SIdepost. Small
GOLD
SILVER
A
CUSTOM
pointment. No agent type. $10 each. Call
Dixieland Center Open Tit 6
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
758-3711.
please.496.nss.

4 PARTY
YARD SALE

GROUP
YARD
SALE

2 BR house and lot in
Hasel 18,500 Has new
wiring and insuletion,
fully carpeted, some
apphances 756-01161

Mr

ROOFING!

CARPORT
SALEMOVING

GARAGE
SALE

436-2999

4 Party
Yard
Sale

YARD
SALE

PAINTING

3 PARTY
YARD SALE

MOVING
SALE

Bailey's
Carpet
Cleaning
759-1983

CARPORT
SALE
1505 Henry St.
No sales before
8 a.m.
Saturday, July 14
Cancelled
if
raining.

YARD
SALE

RUMMAGE
SALE

Oa PIONEER' ALPINE.
smraeo

40

and Cooling
7717iirMr.
new. Call

Produce
R sale large tame
plums. Contact me for
sussuner and fall apples.
Call 753-4725. Floyd
McKenzie.

es Rentals

41. Public Sales

lini

thous°
.
Space
Rent

• 1492
to Rent

rirmromr
.
sy.
R house in or
sy. P.O. Box
ryear, Tn
for Rent

Ir=7=
lit required.
y. No pets

lex, kitchen.
bath. Call

5 PARTY
,YARD SALE
410 South 16th St.
Saturday, July 14
8:00 AM to 7
Gomm Size Bed
Elect. Typewriter
Antique Pict.Frernes
China & Crystal
Radio'LPsintings
dookbooks.Mysteries
Manuel Typewriter
141higarines,Glassware
And Much Much More

YARD
SALE

MOVING
SALE

1717 Wells Ext.
Sm. appliances,
clothes, games
and dishes.
7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Saturday

Sat. 8-4
1303 Vine St.
Children's
clothes, toys,
china cabinet,
lots more.

RUMMAGE
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8-5
403 South 10th
Clothes, shoes,
pots & pans, silverware set, odds &
ends

*LC

I.....'

32. Apt. lsr Rent
InErr
nly
a
low
%Ito

F•

4
.51111i i

Lovely waterview setting on main lake is
where this seven room home at Pine Bluff
Shores can be found. Carpet, drapes, wood
stove, nice deck. Lots of closet and storage
space. Well kept year-around home.
You'll find only the best in this neat seven
room, lie bath home near the hospital and
school. 13 cloSets, disposal. carpet. drapes,
central gas heat. Extra nice work shop.
Located on lot 300 feet deep.
Approximately five miles south of Murray
is the location of this three bedroom brick
with two car garage. Carpet. drapes,
fireplace, central electric air, dishwasher
Lots of extras in well cared for home.

YARD SALE
Sate July 14
7 a.m.-4 km
4054 S. 12th
Closeout marchandis• from local
store Also elactric
dryer
and
gas
dryer, baby items
plus much more

1

Less than five miles frorn Murray will find
You al this 88 acre productive farm with
good house. Three bedroom home now
rented. New pump in well, storm doors and
windows. 2 fireplaces $69 500.00
.
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Sycamore

TELE PHOPTE t5.1 I(di_

BARGAINS
lames Futrell hes to got out duo to Briggs
Stratton moving into the Tappan Building whore
these articles are stored. Everything must he sold
immediately. Lots of bargains. Open•a.m. to
6 p.m. every lay Lentil sold out or cell 7534444.
night - 753.2114.
A Partial list of ArliFles for Sole, complete 200 om
"3-phom out.scle'seriltir, smart cdpier t.v.'s, orinveyon,
boats, office desk and chairs and other office eauipment.
child's desk, tables, refrigerators, electric cook stoves • all
vies new ond used pomp* door panels. gas heaters. electric heaters, hot water INK/tert, 011 conditioners, plumbing
supplies, clothes dryer, regulation size pool table • like new.
slate top, metal clod doors • oll vies, new and used several
used wood doors and windows, yord fencing and gate, show
cotes, gloss shelving, metal and wood shelving, work ben
ches, magazine rock, swinging scaffolding, new truck and
tractor tubes all sizes, two new Good Year 13.6x24 6 ply
(rector tires, cauchAde-o-bed and chairs, wood cook stove,
oil stoves, hospital beds, three-comportment stainless steel
sink ond faucets, plate gloss, thenno-pone glass, stone win.'
dews, electric fuse bones oil sizes, gos hooting system for
mobile home, hot tor roofing keels, cosh registers, new ovim•
sing pool pump and I.er, usedinks, bus sect, used corper
hundreds of carpel wimples, ekectric chain hoist, electric
motors, 30-HP air compressor, heavy duty utility trailer, cord,
filing cabinets some used lumber. Many other articles not
listed
These cortices ore located at the southwest corner of the
Topper) Building.
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WALLIS DRUG
.! •FRE5*4 FRUIT DRINKS
•140SPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT A:::`!ALI
•LEADING IIRANDS Of COSMITICS
•1401.1.1STER OSTOMT PRODUCTS
Free DeRvery on Prescristslone in City Molts

NOW OPEN
Hook's Car Wash
641 N., Murray
Featuring: *Foaming
Brushes *Pre-Soak

Open 24 Hours
504 Wash Cycle
WATCH PAPER FOR GRAND OPENING!

